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Abstract 
Drawing on 3 ! months of fieldwork in a trans-Himalayan rural community located within 

Shey Phoksumdo National Park in northwest Nepal, this thesis explores transformations of 

social practices and its relationship to nature. This relation is highly influenced by what by 

several academics is known as conservation-as-development; one of the most dominant 

global environmental discourses at present. In 1987, the Brundtland Report “Our Common 

Future” was published and they promoted a new global discourse based on sustainable 

development. Here, the promotion of a global discourse, namely sustainable development 

gave basis for a ‘new’ development trend by means of its strong argumentation for the 

creation of an economic system in which the two previously oppositional goals, economic 

development and conservation of biodiversity, would come together as one. To achieve this 

ambitious goal, the report emphasised the importance to of the inclusion of local 

communities followed by a consequent stronger (empowered) position to influence policy-

making. The result has been a widespread use of various forms of specifically state designed 

co-management concepts, implemented in national parks. Co-management is a model built 

for the sharing of responsibilities between governmental institutions and other groups of 

resource users. 

 

This study trace to what extent structural natural co-management has functioned since 1998 

in the Phoksumdo community. The results are ambiguous, but one phenomenon seems to 

stand in great contradiction with the stakeholders’ ambition to conserve the areas 

biodiversity: That is the threat of over-exploitation of natural resources. Most economists 

would agree that over-exploitation of natural resources is a sign of market failure, which in 

some way must be regulated in order to be avoided. This flaw is most commonly assumed in 

classical economic models to derive from a ‘natural’ treat inherent in the human species that 

drives actors to maximise their outcomes which are motivated by mere greed and a lack of 

morality. Such narratives are strongly related to neo-liberalistic ideologies. What 

characterizes neo-liberal economic models is its tendency towards methodological 

individualism. I argue that these models, which disregard specific market structures created 

by the state, force local residents to deal within the existing economic circumstances, and are 

therefore ahistorical. The market circumstances, in discussion, have been transformed from 

being based on barter economy only a few decades ago, to becoming more dependent on a 

money economy. The state’s role has been to actively introduce new institutions that have 
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created the economic circumstances observable in the park today. This thesis argues against 

such individualistic assumptions, and the study is instead grounded in practice oriented 

approach that focuses on the various ways in which power mediate human-environment 

relations. 
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Chapter 1 
The research question  
The Department of National Park and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC) in Nepal, states on their 

webpage, that it is the goal “to protect the biodiversity in a trans-Himalayan ecosystem” that 

motivates their establishment of Shey Phoksundo National Park (SPNP). In this thesis, I will raise 

the question to what extent the dominant global discourse on environmental co-management is 

counterproductive to preserving biodiversity within Shey Phoksundo National Park in Nepal? 

The discussion will show that there is a strong global discourse at the moment that promotes 

sustainable development, where the two oppositional goals, conservation of biodiversity and 

economic development, in contradiction to previous development discourse, are seen as both a unity 

and a necessity. While in the past development discourse, these two entities were seen as separate 

and mutually exclusive.  

 
John Oates (1999) argue that in beginning of  “the 1960s, there was a subtle shift in conservation circles 

concerning the value of nature (ibid.). While national parks and wildlife reserves were based on the 

conservation because of an ideology of intrinsic value in nature, the social and environmental politics 

surrounding pollution, nuclear wastes, pesticides, and large dam and mining projects in the 1960s shifted the 

focus to an ideology in which the value of nature was seen as deeply connected to human life an well being” 

(Oates 1999:45). Oates goes on to lay out a succinct summary of the history of the bureaucracy of conservation 

(ibid.:46-58). In doing, so he demonstrate the powerful roles certain individuals had in the creation of the 

modern-day conservation bureaucracy and the ways in which the push to constantly raise capital has altered 

the landscape of conservation over the past fifty years. Oates’s argument is that conservation “fell in love with 

development” in part due to the social politics of the 1960s but mostly due to the rapacious desire for more 

money and the bureaucracy that grew up around conservation to feed that desire”  (West 2006:32-33). 

 

It will be argued that the phenomenon of co-management is a product of this conservation 

discourse, which in turn was implemented in SPNP through the Buffer Zone Act (BZA) in 1998. 

A discourse can be defined as a way of consideration of a topic that is shared by several people 

(Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:65).  

 

Although often represented differently, biodiversity as a scientific category is not only based on 

objective criteria, but should also be understood as a cultural product. Therefore the cultural 

significance of biodiversity must be located in its specific context, such as; geographical places, 

networks, organizations, communities and so forth. For example Jim Igoe (2004:58) argues that: 
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“Scientific discourses, as they inform conservation and development, do not describe the problems 

they are trying to solve as often as they justify existing relationships of power”. What Igoe observes 

when it comes to the relation between biodiversity and conservation, is that scientific knowledge is 

not neutral, but always used as a means to legitimize some existing power relations. The thesis will 

argue that biodiversity as imagined by the state, differs to the ways that local people in SPNP 

experiences biodiversity. For example in chapter six I argue that the state agencies consequently 

base their conservation schemes on a narrow perception that depicts nature as pristine and 

untouched by human interference.  This differs to the villagers’ idea of nature, which is more 

flexible and dynamic. Their perception is interrelated to their past memories of natural resource 

management practices and the experience how nature responses to their human actions. 

Archaeologist Arlene Miller Rosen (2007) argue that “the environment is only one of many actors 

in determining social change and plays a less important role than perceptions of nature” (Crate and 

Nuttall 2009:20). According to this view, human perception cannot be extracted from nature, but 

must be seen as a strong influence force on the biodiversity we have at any time. In conclusion, 

biodiversity is an imagined cultural construction, while at the same time it is real. This middle 

position is known as critical realism. Tor A. Benjaminsen and Hanne Svarstad (2010:27, my 

translation) defines this position as: 

 
One “acknowledges that there exist one reality irrespective of our knowledge of it. But also one acknowledge 

that there exists different constructions or beliefs about the phenomena being studied. All of these 

constructions are not seen as equally important or correct. Instead, the subject of empirical studies are actors 

claim or statements of reality”.  

 

Some discourses seem to be more influential than others. This exploration investigates some of the 

cultural complexities connected to conservation of biodiversity in a small community in a national 

park in Nepal, and concludes that, in order to control natural resources, the state must counter the 

local residents’ perception of biodiversity. Somehow, the state must manage to discipline (Foucault 

1979) the villager’s to act within their own image of biodiversity.  

 

Theory 
Political Ecology 
I found much of my inspiration for this thesis in theories of political ecology. Eric R. Wolf first 

introduced political ecology in 1972 “to signify the study of how power relations mediate human-

environment relations” (Biersack 2006:3).  This is a different approach to what one finds at the core 
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of “earlier” human ecology studies. In these studies one looked at different adaption mechanisms to 

try to grasp the human-environment dynamics. However, this approach is apolitical and not useful 

for understanding of the relationship between; one the one hand, how people imagine nature, and 

how people’s perceptions influences nature through practices on the other. How I understand Paige 

West (2006) is that she views nature in term of the critical realism approach in which nature is real, 

while also consisting of several competing social constructions. It is thus necessary to distinguish 

between first nature and second nature. First nature is an object for science, but a “second nature, 

social nature, and humanized nature…[is] a nature that is humanly produced (through 

conceptualization as well as activity) and that therefore partakes, but without being entirely, of the 

human” (Biersach 2006:14). Biersach (2006) argues that a second nature “enlarges the political 

sphere to include the discursive practices through which objects are invested with meaning” 

(ibid.:14). In this sense, second nature can be understood as how humans conceptualize, constructs 

and realizes the world they live in through practice. Therefore, second nature is not a single 

construction, neither is it only material or symbolic, but it’s a cultural complex.  

 

Practice theory 
The first generation of political ecology “tended to think in terms of structures, system, and 

interlocking variables and had little to say about actors and their agency” (Biersack 2006:5). Ortner 

(2006:16) defines structure as “the social world as constituted” and agency as “the interested 

practices of real people”. Practice theory is a theory applied to overcome the infamous 

”structure/agency opposition” (Ortner 2006:2) and focuses instead on the dialectic relationship of 

this opposition. The ontology in practice theory is that structures are “grounded in various kinds of 

social relations… and… social practices” (Ibid.:4). Political ecology does to some extend use 

practice theory in their analysis. 

 
“Focusing on the local-global nexus and its dynamics, a place-based approach necessarily considers how the 

grass roots responds to the engines of globalization. As Gupta has observed, any account of development must 

consider “its shaping by peasant resistance and activism” (1998:13) if development’s “specific trajectory” 

(ibid.) at equally specific sites of local-global articulation is to be understood” (Biersack 2006:19). 

 

In anthropology, agency has constituted a topic of fierce debate for a long time. In this discussion 

agency is defined as “the socioculturally mediated capacity to act” (Ahearn 2001:112). Most of the 

earlier theories for example structural Marxist tradition within anthropology had a top-down 

approach and ignored the concept of human agency, much because it was associated with individual 
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behaviour rather than collective power. Even so, the theories that broke from the functionalistic 

approach in the early 70s, all had the common notion of agency as being constrained. It was 

believed that “human behaviour was shaped, molded, ordered, and defined by external social and 

cultural forces and formation” (Ortner 2006:1). For example the structural Marxist tradition was 

criticised “for viewing communities and their inhabitants as the pawns of either hidden structures 

or, the capitalist world system” (Dove et al. 2008:226). Sociologist Erving Goffman’s (1959) 

theories of social interactionism has been of canonical importance within the structure-agency 

debate. Studying social relations on not only the structural, but also the individual level. He can be 

said to be one of the first theorists that challenged the dominant top-down theoretical approaches. 

But again, as according to Sherry Ortner (2006), this theory is much too grounded in a micro-level 

approach and therefore fails to grasp the bigger and underlying structures. The rigorous criticism of 

the opposition between structure/agency - led to an interest to more specifically on practice. This 

field has, over time, become the most influenced by the thoughts of pioneering figures such as 

Pierre Bourdieu (1977), Anthony Giddens (1979) and Michael Foucault (1979). Together their 

views have inspired social scientist to focus to higher degree on practice theory. “This development 

restated anthropology’s perennial focus on the relationship between the individual and the 

community as a focus on the relationship between individual practice and an overarching system” 

(Ortner 1984:148). Within today’s environmental anthropology, there is still “the assumed 

preeminence of extra-local political structures compared with local social and natural actors” 

(Vayda and Walters 1999, in Dove et al. 2008:225). In order to counteract this assumed structure, 

environmental anthropologists should rather take “interest in the event, and in the forms of agency 

which occasion it” (Dove et al. 2008:226).  

 

Discourse analysis and power 
I have previously addressed the definitional matters of the term discourse drawn upon in this 

discussion. To summarize: a discourse is a shared topic, not objective, but a social construction. 

“The notion of discourse is vital to understanding how certain conceptualizations of “the event” 

gain primacy” (Ibid:225). Often narratives are central in the production of discourses. A narrative is 

defined here as ”a story that contains a sequence of events in which one or more actors are 

involved, and thus constitute actor gallery” (Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:71, my translation).  

 

Most famous is the French theoretician Michel Foucault (1979), who is known for having 

established discourse in social science analyses. In his theory of discourse, he managed to combine 
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two earlier oppositional notions of power. In one of the scale is Max Weber who defines power as a 

person's ability to get others to do something they would not otherwise have done (Weber 1971). 

While in the other end we find Marxist orientation that view power as structural and as constitutive 

of these relationships. The main point in Foucault’s theory is that power is not dominant by 

suppressive authority, or something that lies in the individual will; rather power is in a continuous 

discursive process. A discourse disciplines us and shapes our bodies and in such our practices. We 

see here that Foucault’s approach is on that capture the dialectics inherent in the structure/agency 

opposition. Because a discourse indicates what is to be regarded ”meaningful, true and 

accepted forms of statements and actions” (Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:66, my translation), 

Some of the criticism towards Foucault is that he focuses too much on one dominant discourse in 

time and space, but pay little attention to that there can exists several parallel discourses at the same 

time.   

 
“A very important lesson to learn from Foucault is that a particular discourse exercises power over the 

dominant as well as the dominated. To put this in more comfortable language, a discursive regime defines 

what it is possible for anyone to think and how it is possible to act; it is an idea or action that feels “right,” 

seems to really make sense, is comfortable and familiar, seems obvious or self-evident, feels natural or true, 

objective, and correct; it feels like it has nothing to do with politics or beliefs” (Dove and Carpender 2008:49). 

 

As Tor A. Benjaminsen and Hanne Svarstad (B&S), two central voices that promote political 

ecology in Norway, have pointed out that several discourses in the environment debate could be 

divided into four ideal types. The different types are not meant to be absolute categories, but are 

rather these types are meant to simplify the complexity of the reality - as discourses often do. The 

simplification is a must for the scientist to manage to grasp the complexity of the reality and 

manage to make interpretation from it. As Dryzek (1997) have pointed out, while 

“simplification facilitates action, it also closes for other action opportunities” (Dryzek 1997, in 

Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:84, my translation). The four types of discourses as identified by 

B&S are; 1) preservation discourse; 2) win-win; 3) traditionalism; 4) and last the Prometheus 

discourse. In order to see how B&S’s model can be helpful for our understanding of the cultural 

complexities involved in discourses on biodiversity and co-management in Nepal, I will give a brief 

outline of the four respective ideal types before we proceed with our discussion.  

 

The Preservation discourse: In the preservation discourse the conservation of nature is in focus. 

Here the resource users such as local communities and indigenous people are usually seen as 
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degradation factors on nature. “Partnership between extern and intern actors” (Benjaminsen and 

Svarstad 2010:86) is not necessary.  

The Win-win discourse: The Win-win discourse’s have a positive view on partnership with local 

communities and indigenous. Conservation of biodiversity are linked to economic development. 

“The extern actors can be private companies such as environment organisations and public 

environment administrations” (Ibid.: 85). 

The traditionalist discourse: Within the traditionalism discourse the conservation of nature is also 

central, but here the view is that the local or intern actors can manage conservation by its own. 

Extern pressure and interference in conservation will lead to unbalanced power relation between 

internal and external agents and the internal have weak influence on decision-making.  

The Prometheus discourse: The last type is the Prometheus discourse. “In the Greek mythology 

Prometheus stole Zeus flame and therefor increased the humans to better cope to exploit the nature 

(Ibid.: 87). The metaphor this myth brings up is that technological invention is viewed positive. 

There is no need to worry about nature. Nature will manage itself.  

 

 

Types of 

discourses: 

Consider 

preservation  

of natural resources  

as important? 

Consider the needs 

and 

interest of local 

community 

as important?  

Provides the type of  

discourse a positive  

outlook for partnership between 

local and external actors? 

Preservation Yes No No 

Win-win Yes Yes (as a means) Yes 

Traditionalistic Yes, in terms of 

sustainable use 

Yes No 

Prometheus No Yes Not relevant 
(Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:88, my translation). 

 

The four discourse types are helpful to understand the political intention or consequences and will 

frequently be discussed throughout in the thesis.  
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Analytical Perspectives 
Conservation as Development  
The term sustainable development became dominant in the environmental discourse on the global 

agenda through the Brundtland Report1 “Our Common Future” from 1987 and later at the Rio 

Conference in 1992, also known as “Earth Summit”. The Brundtland report defines sustainable 

development “as meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own need” (Maida 2006:1). Gro B. Ween (2009) has discussed how a 

globally applied term such as sustainable development creates and produces new types of nature. In 

her view, terms such as sustainable development, has been promoted on such a large scale, that the 

term itself gain its own agency (Latour 1987). In this sense, the term creates social action when it’s 

used in documentation, action-plans, international commissions and so forth. Ween’s focus lies on 

what is known as the actor-network theory. In her study, from “Blåfjella-Skjækerfjell” National 

Park in Norway, she shows that this particular term has contributed to divide the landscape within 

the national park into zones with different objectives in order to manage both conservation and 

economic development. 

 
The zones have “different objectives for the conservation, use, management and arrangement. The 

zones were established based on some of the existing zone categories developed by 

the IUCN. Zone division would make it possible to find room for protection, human activity and economic 

development. In this way could zones make the local populations more sympathetic to conservation plans” 

(Ween 2009:97, my translation).  

 

In many national parks over the world, there are often conflicts and quandary between the national 

parks conservation managers and the local inhabitants. The national park where I did my fieldwork 

is no exception. For example, when one is to establish a national park, the state draws a line on the 

map, making new borders between already existing geographical and well-established social 

boarders. National parks must thus be regarded as a modern social construction when compared to 

the cultures that already exist within its borders. When creating a national park then the important 

question that re-emerges is; who should have access to the natural resources? This question is not a 

singular one, but indeed very complex. Just to give examples of a few questions that can re-emerge: 

Who should have access to the national parks grassland or the wood in the forest? How should 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Gro Harlem Brundtland, who was the former Prime Minister of Norway, was the Chariman of the World Commission 
on Environment and Development when the report ”Our Common Future” was released in 1987. Therefore the report is 
known as the Brundtland report.  
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conservation management of the wild predators and the domestic animals work? Who should be 

employed in the conservation management regime? With the implementation of BZA in SPNP, 

which is closely connected with the win-win discourse, more such zones have been created in 

Phoksumdo. New social practices and nature has also emerged from this development. It is this type 

of development and processes that I shall investigate in this thesis, building on arguments from the 

anthropologist Page West (2006).  

 

The Brundtland report emphasises the importance of local participation in decision-making 

processes. West (2006) describes from a context similar to our object of study, SPNP, how the term 

sustainable development impact and changes the existing culture. She notes from her research at 

Crater Mountain, a conservation area in New Guinea, that the global conservationists approach to 

achieve their goal is to disciple local people through promoting conservation-as-development. This 

term is parallel with sustainable development. West argues that the conservation as development 

discourse necessarily indicates an exchange (Mauss 1990) of values between the conservationist 

and local people that commits and binds new types of social relations. The conservationist, who 

actively promotes sustainable development in the Crater Mountain region, end to apply their own 

interpretations derived from their personal cultural backgrounds, of what to expect from the 

exchange. From the conservationist point of view, the exchange is an inherent ‘good’ that in that the 

state achieves conservation, while at the same time, the local communities is to receive economic 

development. In return, the conservationists expect the local residents to engage in what they regard 

as so-called sustainable resource use. The villager’s on the other hand, believe that they have given 

their land as a gift to the state. In exchange, the residents imagine better material conditions into the 

local community from development; such as schools, health clinics, technology and so forth. A 

certain tension, or scepticism thus arise between the two actors develops, because none of theirs 

imagined expectations become fully realised. What West does is to expanding Mauss’s arguments 

pertaining to of exchange, arguing that exchange is not value free. Mauss capture the idea that, 

when one gives a gift to someone, the receiver of the gift will feel a duty to commit something 

back. To get something in return is also something that the giver would expect. The problem arising 

from the discourse of development then is the notion that ‘development’ is based on micro-

economic models. In classical economic models, it is assumed that human nature merely is about 

maximizing one’s outcome from every action one make, also often referred to as the “economic 

man”. These models assume that a person wants “to get as much of it [value] as possible for the 

least amount of sacrifice” (Graeber 2001:6). Such models “could sometimes predict the behaviour 

of individuals in other cultures but not the values that motivated them” (ibid.:12). What West does 
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is that she shows that the villager’s in Crater Mountain has other values than the external agents and 

therefore the expectation from a gift exchange takes a different form. To investigate discourses is to 

look at what people take for granted, but peoples meaning and actions is often based on discursive 

ideas of nature. Here I will argue that the biodiversity will be affected when peoples changes their 

social practices, because these practices are somehow in relation with the surrounding landscape 

and nature around them. The types of exchange West writes about from her study, is based on the 

introduction of a new dominant environment discourse that the conservationists brings into the 

context she calls conservation-as-development. This thesis will show a similar tendency in SPNP. 

 

But why is conservation-as-development promoted at this particular time in history and not earlier? 

The anthropologist Paige West (2006:32) states that, “[f]rom the turn of the century through the two 

decades after World War 2” the method to conserve biodiversity globally has been through 

promotions and establishments of Protected Areas (PA) such as national parks and wildlife 

reserves. In the first period, the global thought in environmental management, the Preservation 

discourse type was dominant. In such discourses, the local communities and indigenous peoples 

were seen as a threat to the Earth’s remaining areas of pristine nature. For example at the time the 

Yellow Stone National Park in U.S.A. was established, the indigenous people who inhabited the 

land, were forcefully removed and displaced by the state agents. In the more recent decades, several 

global actors, such as academics, activists and indigenous people have questioned this type of 

conservation practice. In brief, the solution to avoid the “local community” problem is that external 

agencies promote economic developments initiatives in local communities, and in exchange, they 

expects changes in  “the actions and practices of local people in order to meet the end goal of 

conservation” (West 2006:35). This discourse is what West calls conservation-as-development, 

which in this thesis will be referred to as the Win-win discourse type. West argues that since the 

1980s, the global environmental discourse has become increasingly concerned with the role of local 

peoples in case of conservation of biodiversity with the development of neo-liberal economic to 

fight poverty. Local economies have become more engaged with the global market system or 

capitalism. She argues that a consequence of this discourse, nature is transformed into a commodity. 

As an example she explains how local women’s traditional engagement in making baskets, was 

transformed from being a production form that is embedded in multiple social and symbolic 

meanings in the local context, to a form for market production in which the baskets are stripped of 

its local social and cultural meanings. The sole purposes of the production of baskets that remained 

when the residents became more engaged in the global market, was the aim to earn money (surplus 

value/capital) in order to buy other consumer goods that is seen as part of the development. This 
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transformation results in the creation of new social relations that take on a new meaning and new 

communities is created through “the social interactions and transactions during all sorts of projects” 

(West 2006:preface). In my interpretation of West, this transformation is negative because, such a 

development result in the conflation of the variety of local cultural forms, knowledge and practices, 

and as such become part of the global dominant perception. As well, since nature is viewed as a 

commodity, it is transformed to generate money to obtain goods and social development. This 

cultural trend will reduce the biodiversity. What West describe from Crater Mountain, serves as an 

inspiration to the Nepali case in focus of this dissertation, that I will discuss in more details.  

 

The Buffer Zone Act              

Since SPNP was first established in 1984, the conservation management has changed from a top-

down led environmental mode of governance, towards a sharing responsibilities between 

governmental institutions and groups of resource users, also known as co-management. In 1993 the 

Government of Nepal introduced the Buffer Zone Act (BZA). The BZA objectives are to forge a 

partnership between the Government and the local communities for conserving biodiversity. It is 

designed to be a shared management regime between local communities and the state 

administration. In 1998 the Government designated SPNP to be part of the BZA. It is the 

Government who hold the authority to decide which communities and areas that will be part of the 

BZA. The Act is designed to accomplish an exchange of benefits between the local communities 

and the external agencies in order to promote conservation and economic development. The local 

community receives rights to manage their own natural resources within the limits of the park’s 

rules and regulation, and to participate in policy planning. Additionally, the local community share 

economic income with the park’s administration and up to half of the park’s income goes to the 

Buffer Zone Management Committee (BMC). The BMC is responsible for deciding what type of 

development projects this income should be prioritized for, such as “health clinics, schools, and 

irrigation facilities, as well provide monies [sic] to renovate heritage sites and rebuild trails and 

bridges” (Bauer 2004:149). More details of the various local stakeholders in the local community 

will be described in chapter four. Here the reader will get an idea which of the local stakeholders 

has “voice” to make decisions. In return the park administration expect sustainable resource-use 

behaviour from all the local community members who is settled in the buffer zone areas. There 

exists twenty-three Village Development Committees’ (VDC) in SPNP. “A VDC is an 

administrative unit comprising many small villages or settlement” (Ghimire et al. 2004:3). Eleven 

of these VDC’s have become part of the BZA. Nine of the VDC’s in Dolpo district and two in 

Mugu district are part of the BZA. Most of the buffer zone areas are situated around the park while 
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few are established within the park. Phoksumdo VDC is the largest in the park and one of the few 

within the park that has been designated as a Buffer Zone Area. In total, the buffer zones in SPNP 

cover an area “of about 1349 square kilometres2”. Each of the buffer zones has an independent 

buffer zone management committee (BMC), and in practice it is the same committee that run the 

VDC’s. Each VDC consists of nine wards that are locally elected. The distribution in Phoksumdo 

VDC or Phoksumdo BMC is as follows; three from Tsho3, three from Pungmo, two from Rike, and 

one from Kushi. In Suligad, where the park Headquarter lies, the Buffer zone Management Council 

(BMaC) operates. BMaC consist of multiple stakeholders such as representatives from different 

BMCs and national agencies like park staff and representatives from the army. Other stakeholders 

could for instance be a representative from non-government organisations and/or local governance, 

but the author does not know if this type of stakeholder takes part in the BMaC. Meetings at BMaC 

take place couple of times each year. It is the Warden of SPNP who is responsible for manage the 

natural resources in designated buffer zone areas, but the law encourages him to form user groups 

such as BZC and BMaC in order to promote local involvement in the management of natural 

resources. In conclusion, the BZA is designed to promote sustainable management of natural 

resources and in such to lessen the human pressure on nature. 

!

Methodology   
This thesis is based on six months fieldwork in Nepal from Feb-Aug 2011. I did language and 

thematic preparation studies in Kathmandu the two first months and the remaining 3 ! months I did 

fieldwork in the village Tsho that lies within Shey Phoksundo National Park in northwest Nepal.  

         

Inductive method: The local-global challenge. 
I did not know about the existence of SPNP or much of the theme I discuss in this thesis until after I 

had been accepted to the two-years master program in Social Anthropology. How I managed to 

attain this thesis context (theme and place) is based on the core methodological approach in 

anthropology. That is “initiated by the researcher, open, an inductive method with a tendency 

towards grounded theory, ie. the empirical data leads us to the theoretical questions, at the same 

time that these questions shape our attitude to the empirical data” (Howell 2011:168 , my 

translation).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Shey Phoksundo National Park and Buffer Zone management plan 2006-2011. 
3 In most of the official maps and documents, the village is usually referred to as Ringmo. This paper will operate with 
what the residents themselves call their village, namely Tsho. 
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In 2009, I went to Copenhagen during the 15th session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 15) 

summit took place. I was highly involved in the transnational civil sector as a Tibetan activist and 

was part of an international non-government organisation (NGO) that advocated solutions on how 

local communities could best could adapt to environmental stresses such as Climate Change. In 

brief, the solution was to integrate better local based bottom-up management mechanisms. Not 

unlike what was recommended in the Brundtland report. During this global event, two international 

indigenous organisations arranged a one-day seminar named ‘indigenous day’. At the session, 

activists, human rights lawyers and other indigenous representatives from all over the world 

participated. The specific event was a place where the different actors formed a trans-national 

culture who had the similar goal that was to discuss indigenous peoples power and rights in relation 

to the global Climate negotiations that took place in Copenhagen. Indigenous Day took place at the 

same time as 100.000 people were demonstrating in the streets, demanding from the World leaders 

that the outcome of the COP 15 negotiation should be a fair Climate Deal. One example of the fair 

claim, is the grassroots movement 350.org that demanded that the global CO2 in the atmosphere 

should be reduced to 350 parts per million (ppm) from the present ppm, which is higher. Anyhow, 

one of the people I met at the session was Kamal Rai from Nepal; an indigenous activist based in 

Kathmandu, but original from East of Nepal. During the period of my fieldwork, he was not only 

my assistant and loyal co-worker, but also my close friend. He could tell many stories of life in 

Nepal, and he once stated that many communities are facing the threat of social extinction because 

of the multiple types of external pressure that is imposed upon their culture. The moment I received 

the news that the University of Oslo would like to accept my application for their master program in 

social anthropology, I contacted him straight away to explain about my plans to do fieldwork in 

Nepal. I asked him if he would agree to be my assistant, and for suggestions of where to conduct I 

my case study. His suggestion was SPNP by the Nepalese community called Tsho. Kamal’s 

intimate knowledge about this community, derived from two earlier projects he had conducted in 

collaboration with WWF Nepal Program, would be of significant value for me. He was right in 

assuming that this area, until that time SPNP had remained an unknown space to me, but it now 

became a place in my imagination.  

 

When I arrived in Kathmandu, Kamal’s network and knowledge of the bureaucracy system became 

a personal experience in a system where our bodies followed the applications through every level 

they went through. The whole process took me two months before the authorities gave me green 

light. In this period I took Nepali language classes from a private teacher. Kamal followed me into 
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the village, but after only two weeks, he had to leave back to Kathmandu to take care of personal 

matters. He returned by the end of June and stayed one month with me in the field this time. 

Meanwhile, it was a great opportunity for me to interact with the locals’ daily activities without my 

assistant’s influence. My Nepali didn’t become so good that I could follow conversations. I could 

only say and understand sentences when people spoke slowly. Luckily, my host spoke English, 

although not very fluently. In my case, when I had to use Kamal as a translator of the interviews I 

made with several of the villagers, the risk of triple hermeneutics is immanent (Aase and 

Fossårskaret 2007). This means that the translator interpretes what he understands from the 

conversations with the informants, and translates this to me, who in turn create my own meanings 

of what he tells me. The original meaning that the informant tries to communicate is ths at risk of 

acquiring a different meaning in my interpretation. In order to reduce this problem, I asked Kamal 

to translate as excact as possible what was told to him by the informants. But I did not follow this 

strictly, because we always had a brief of the questions and topic before the interviews as well. In 

this way, he could establish a more natural conversation to create an atmosphere of mutual trust 

between us and the informant(s).   

 

What I have realized after having studied in Tsho, is that my previous encounter with Kamal in 

Copenhagen, had been more than just another meeting between two individuals, I gradually came to 

understand that my own experiences also are related to what is known as a multi-sited fieldwork in 

the terminology of anthropologist (Marcus 1998). Here the researcher moves interchangeably 

between a variety of different sites, scales and networks. A theme such as ‘natural co-management’ 

is in anthropology imagined to work differently within a transnational culture or networks than how 

people in a local community themselves experience these regimes. Anna Tsing (2002) shows how 

international networks are created through different kind of social mobility such as business 

relations, NGO meetings etc. These types of networks should be understood as part of the 

globalisation discourse that has appeared in the last decades. The globalisation discourse are seen as 

something positive according to Tsing, where people with common goals, interests and identities 

can meet world over without being obstructed by borders or scales. Classical anthropological 

studies are based on local communities and as a consequence, global processes have largely been 

overlooked. Also anthropologists have tended to embraced the ‘global’ and highly culturally biased 

notion, or ‘dream’ of ‘freedom’. Tsing suggests investigates how new political themes and 

discourses from these networks are brought up as a global agenda. In this way, she is able to extract 

out how global projects are both constructed by and construct the processes that create new 

cultures, segregations, regimes, discourses, meanings, human identities and affiliations to name a 
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few. Global projects such as networks and circulation have a great impact on some regions (some 

more than others), and at local societies; because of the reconstruction of the landscape, migration, 

identities and affinities. It thus becomes important to understand the connections between several 

types of global changes, as well to see all of these global changes as general processes, so that 

different cultural dynamical processes in the world becomes apparent. A theme such as natural co-

management is imagined to work differently in international networks that operate on the global 

scale than in how people in local level experience these regimes (Tsing 2002; Merry 2006).  

 

Before my arrival in Nepal, I wanted to investigate how the global climate change discourse 

impacted upon local practices in SPNP. But I soon came to the conclusion that this was not a topic 

that people seemed very willing to speak much of. Rather I altered the focus f my study and decided 

to start from scratch. With the inductive method, the researcher “allows the phenomena one meet in 

a field situation shape the research question (Howell 2011:169, my translation). Even the topic of 

my research has changed; the old Climate Change focus and the new topic about natural co-

management are themes that circulate in the same transnational cultures, because they are 

overlapping. My earlier experience as an activist on the global scale is part of my experience. In the 

later stage after the fieldwork, I found political ecology to be equipped with the theoretical tools 

that could match with my empirical data.  

 
I needed something that challenged the “ethnography that peoples and cultures are geographically bounded or 

territorialized. Political ecology focuses on the creation of transnational space and its inevitable corollary 

place-making, political ecology opens up new ethnographic vistas. These new vistas erupt on the scale of the 

transnational, not the local, providing us with opportunities to respond to the critique of localistic ethnographic 

practise but without throwing the baby (ethnography) out with the bathwater” (Biersack 2006:19). 

 

Perhaps I here mix theory with method or vice versa, but “I agree with Adam Kuper when he claims 

that within anthropology can’t make a difference between theory and empirical data” (Howell 

2011:171, my translation), because anthropology is an inductive discipline where the empirical data 

leads the researcher to their theories and not the other way around.  

In the first period in Tsho I participated in local common activities for example planting potatoes, 

collect firewood, cook, brought their livestock to pasture each morning, participated to different 

rituals, went on visits and harvest medicinal plants. I listened to conversations between people, and 

tried to become a normal component in the local society. Not before after a month, I started to 

question people about different topics. I experimented with several techniques. For example I 
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combined naive observation (Frøystad 2003) with open note taking. I participated in a ritual and I 

wrote down what I observed during the process. After I read to different villagers to give comments 

of what I had observed. In this way I managed to understand more of the meaning behind their 

actions. Sometimes I read to some villagers about my own reflections of what I had seen. One time 

my informants agreed, while other times they clearly felt the need to correct me and explain me the 

true meaning behind their culture. The fieldwork is a method that "makes it possible for us to check 

our behaviour against theirs" (Hoëm 2001:53, my translation). From the several conversations 

between the villagers during my field period, I developed several questions. These questions were 

used both as structural and semi-structural interviews both with and without band recorder. In the 

cases when I used band recorder, I transcribed all the recorded material on paper and deleted the 

recording to avoid the misuse of the material that could reveal the real identities of my informants. 

All informants are made anonymous and given common Tibetan names as pseudonyms to ensure 

further confidentiality in this thesis. It was rarely people had time to sit down for a long period to go 

through all of my questions, therefore I found myself in a situation in which I had to adapt to the 

different social situations, challenging the quality of my data. Sometimes I used other techniques 

than sticking to these questions, and allowed instead for an open discussion on the topic; or I would 

ask them what they believed to be the most relevant questions pertaining to our topic in matter; or 

managed to go through all the questions pertaining to our topic in matter; or managed to go through 

all the questions and finished with an open question that opened for conversation on the topic I was 

interested in.  

 

The Structure of the Thesis         
The aim of the thesis is to shed light on the influential impact the globally conservation-as-

development discourse has in Phoksumdo which is a local society where national governance have 

applied this discourse into practice. The discourse is manifested into practice in form of co-

management of natural resources to be part of local residents livelihood. Throughout the thesis I 

will investigate, from several approaches, the economic development that is encouraged by the 

conservation-as-development discourse and its consequences on local practices and on the nature 

which is closely related to the form of biodiversity that exist in Phoksumdo. The challenge in each 

chapter is to interconnect the local community with the regional, national and international 

(transnational) level and manage to give the reader a description of a changing and dynamic society. 

The idea is to break with the view that global processes are one singular process, but contains of 

multiple connections and network that bind and separate the boundaries in each level. In this 
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chapter I have outlined the theme, theories and analytical approaches of the thesis, as well given 

some valuable details of the existing co-management system in the park. Chapter two depicts the 

physical environment in Phoksumdo and give details description of the physical place and some of 

the cultural aspects. I focus on the communities production systems and include the place into a 

historical context. In chapter three I will pay attention on the new market of wild growing natural 

medicine plants and the huge economical development this trade have experienced the last decade. 

In this discussion I hope to show that the form of economic development is not accidental, but are 

clearly motivated by the influenced of the global conservation-as-development discourse. In chapter 

four I investigates the villagers’ economic morality towards natural resource use in relation to the 

parks co-management structure. I connect the discussion of morality to environment discourses, as 

well to the ontology of economical models on how we should understand peoples’ motivation – 

either as “greedy” and maximizing individual or understand individual values to be interrelated to 

the structure of the society. In chapter five I pay attention to how the local society is imagine by 

external agencies and what consequences this imagination has in local practices and local residents 

expectations of the picture created of them. In this chapter the tourist-industry is in focus. I will 

focus on the natural management institution in relation to forest resources in the last chapter. 

Relevant discussion in this chapter I relate local knowledge to be part of peoples memories, current 

practices and future images. In this way the dynamic of existing power relations will be more 

apparent.  
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Chapter 2 
 

I agree with Bauer when he states that: “It is necessary to understand life in Dolpo as a series of 

interrelated production systems” (Bauer 2004:19). 

 

Introduction   
In the early morning, just an hour 

after the sun became visible on the 

sky behind the tall mountain 

toward the east, the villagers 

walked their livestock to graze up 

in the mountains nearby where 

there is relative rich vegetation of 

alpine grass. These areas were 

either above the forest border or in 

areas where  
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the forest had been burned in order to make space for pastoral land. This landscape is not of pristine 

nature, but is a reciprocal product by “human conceptualizations, activities, and regulations – a 

nature, as it were, that is after nature” (Biersack 2006:4). My first impression was that this 

humanized nature had existed unchanged for several centuries, as if the people here had adapted 

into the nature’s own logic, but I knew this was not true.   

 

The aim of this chapter is to give the reader a description of the geographical place of my research 

and to show the importance to include history. One will get a picture of the village life, the yearly 

cycle, its natural landscape and of the biodiversity that exist within the park. In addition, the reader 

will be presented with a short historical summary to give them a glimpse of the social 

transformations the local communities have experienced in the past decades. This should show two 

things. Firstly, how local resilience work in local processes of adaptation to environmental changes 

and secondly, the present challenges the local communities in this context face. Susan Crate and 

Mark Nuttall (2009:9-10) argue that resilience should be understood as “both social and ecological, 

is a crucial aspect of the sustainability of local livelihood and resource utilization”. Resilience has 

to do with the social organizations and natural environments "ability to recover" (Benjaminsen & 

Svarstad 2010:150 Own translation) quickly back to its “original” state after stresses such as 

drought or over-grazing. The term original can be misleading, but one way to understand it, is that 

the pattern or form doesn’t change. For example grassland doesn’t turn into deserts, but grows 

quickly back to grassland. The over-emphasises of ecological factors in human ecology has been 

“criticised by using terms such as niche and carrying capacity” (Ibid.:42, my translation) (e.g 

adaptation, homeostasis, functions, and bounded ecosystems taken form natural sciences” 

(Greenberg 2006:126). Instead, I am more inspired by political ecology that “seeks instead to 

understand how human societies use and shape nature to their own ends…focuses on human 

institutions and actions through which a “humanized” nature is constructed, transformed, and 

managed” (Ibid.:126). This doesn’t mean that I discard those terms that were much applied in 

human ecology, but the significance of those terms should not be overstated. Niche is also a term 

Kenneth Bauer (2004) uses to describe the social relation to its environment in Dolpo, but he 

doesn’t define the term. Fredrik Barth (1956:516) uses the definition to describe the term: “the 

place of a group in the total environment, its relations to resources and competitors”. Barth was 

interested in ecological relations between different ethnic groups. He focused on the relation 

between ethnic group’s social structures or organisations and their ecological adaptions. He tried 

through his models to give a plausible explanation of the political relation and control of natural 
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resources between different ethnic groups. There are three ways to understand the relationship 

between different groups or species that inhabit the same ecological environment. “Species may 

exist in relation to each other either in symbiosis, in competition or commercialism. The symbiosis 

meant cohabitation or mutual dependence. Competition means interest conflict for the same 

resources. Commercialism means that two species coexist without either being interdependent or 

competition” (Bates & Skogseid 2009:142, my translation). A niche is understood in this thesis as a 

group's total collection of resources for survival. A niche parallels with a group's livelihood. An 

example of a niche could be a group that specialised in trading in order to survive, and then trade is 

their niche. The society I studied in Nepal, make use of multiple resources in order to survive. The 

term could therefore be difficult to apply. Instead I find it more meaningful to describe their 

different production systems. “Within political ecology is the most natural part of the capitalistic 

production that is the focus area - i.e. the direct use of natural resources" (Benjaminsen & Svarstad 

2010:38, my translation).  

 

To implement history is an effort to avoid a static presentation of a changing environment and 

relevant productions systems. After Eric Wolf’s Europe and People without History (1981) one 

could hardly avoid to including the wider framework into any local-level analysis. In the 18th 

Century Dolpo belonged to a Western Tibetan Kingdom and after this, Dolpo became part of Nepal. 

Kenneth Bauer (2004) shows in his work High Frontiers that the trade practices in Dolpo have in 

the last decades changed from a barter economy to a money economy. I will in the next chapter 

show how a traditional medicine plant harvest has become part of a global capitalistic trade network 

and the original use of the medicine plants in upper Dolpo, begins to be stripped much of its cultural 

meanings when turned into commodities. In this chapter I describe in some detail my meeting with 

the traditional use of natural medicine. History can give us some understanding of the earlier 

structures that shaped the current social patterns. “History is not just about the past, nor is it always 

about change. It may be about duration, about patterns persisting over long periods of time” (Ortner 

2006:10-11). Global concepts must adjust to local realities, and local realities must adjust to global 

concepts. For example in chapter three, I will describe new market logics created by global 

governance regimes in relation to natural medicine plants that has influenced the shape of new local 

practices in SPNP. These new practices that is harvest after natural medicine plants could not take 

place without also adjusting its market structures as to fit the local realities.   

Next I will continue to give detail description of the place and focus a great deal on the healing 

tradition in the area, which is closely related to usage of natural medicine plants.  
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The Amchi Hospital                                                                                                      
Accompanied by my assistant and two carriers, I took me three days to reach Tsho from the airport. 

The second day we reached Amchi Hospital after dark. Just below the Amchi Hospital lies the 

residential school and ten a ten minutes further up the trail, one can see the ruins of the first 

Headquarters of the park. The name of this place is Polam. About 30 minutes before we arrived, the 

trail split. The other trail leads to Pungmo that is the main village in Phoksumdo valley besides 

Tsho. At the hospital we met the head Amchi whose name is Shri Lama. He offered us to stay the 

night under their kitchen roof. Inside was just as dusty as the outside and I could see a constant wall 

of dust in the air. Later in May when the plants started to blossom, the air would improve in this 

region, but at this time, the days where still warm and dry. The flower-garden outside was being 

prepared and soaked in by running water. Next time I passed the Amchi hospital, several types of 

beautiful flowers or medicine plants covered this garden. 

 

Amchi is the Tibetan word for doctor and they “are the main health care providers in remote, 

mountainous areas such as Dolpo. They have a practical interest in the conservation of medicinal 

plants as the bulk of their materia medica is derived from plants” (Lama et al. 2001:14). The 

Amchi’s practice is an integral part of the religious cosmology of both Bon and Buddhism and part 

of the overall Tibetan medicine tradition (Lama et al. 2001). In one way, the medical practice at 

Amchi Hospital belongs to a Great Tradition, but the practice is also rooted in the local nature and 

culture, so it also belongs in a sense of a Small Tradition. These two terms shouldn’t be understood 

in Cartesian terms, but as heuristic. In short, an amchi combine the functions of a religious expert 

and a doctor. The local lamas in the village argued that Bon is a separate religion from Buddhism, 

yet much of the religion belongs to the same logic pattern as in the Mahayâna tradition in Tibet.  

 
“Rituals and other religious practices, as well as meditational and metaphysical traditions are, undeniably, to a 

large extent similar, even identical. Concepts of sacred history and sources of religious authority are, however, 

radically different and justify the claim of the Bonpos to constitute an entirely distinct religious community” 

(Kværne 2001:13).  

 

My assistant knew Shri Lama from his previous trips to the area with the World Wildlife 

Foundation (WWF) in Nepal. Shri Lama was keen to have me to stay with him in order to learn and 

document his religious and healing practices. I took interest in his offer, but unfortunately did not 
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have time during my relatively short stay to make any insightful observations of the complex body 

of his knowledge and practice. However, Shri Lama did explain to us the way amchis uses their 

knowledge to collect plants. An amchi needs to have good knowledge of the different species and 

understand their behaviour. An amchi should harvest in a sustainable manner to ensure the 

reproduction of the species. Additionally, an amchi should not collect more plants than one need to 

conduct in their practice. Harvesting medicine plants also involve causing suffering to other living 

beings. Therefore, the harvest should be kept to a minimum. The quantity the amchi collects has to 

be reported to the park’s authorities. The amchis have free access to harvest medicine plants, but 

only to a certain extent. If harvested more than the limit, the amchis have to pay a tax. It is common 

that the amchi ask others to harvest specific medicine plants to him as a favour in return for his 

services. The amchi can also pay money directly to let other harvest the medicine plants of request. 

The last option is to buy the product from the market. This option has become more problematic 

since the price of medicine plants has increased drastically after the commercialization4. Today the 

amchis face several challenges such as difficulties in recruitment to pass on their knowledge to the 

next generation. It is common in Tibet that this type of knowledge follows a patrilineal line that is 

from father to son. Shri Lama’s father was also a well-known amchi in Dolpo. My hosts told me 

that the previous head amchi used to give long lectures to people from southern parts, either when 

he travelled southward or when people consulted him. Still, it is a fact that amchi’s traditional 

knowledge in medicine plants and healing practice holds less ground in the current society. The 

trouble the amchi’s occupation faces is at least duplex. Firstly, there is a growing competition from 

the commercial harvest of medicinal plants and secondly, the emergence of “biomedicine” (Graig 

2011:333). The young generation seems to have more interest in earning cash than making a career 

as a “poor” amchi. In Dolpo about twenty medicine plants have been recorded to be of interest for 

commercial harvest. This industry involves a large circulation of capital. The amchi’s tradition is 

confronted with the modern economic change from being a society that was based on barter 

economy just a few decades ago to becoming more involved into an evolving cash economy (Bauer 

2004). The amchi’s tradition has inherent value to show compassion and to avoid greed. To ask 

clients for money in return for a service would be in conflict with the amchi’s traditional value 

system. The total charge an amchi takes in return of his services is not merely symbolic. 

 

The next day we bade farewell to Shri Lama and continued our walk towards the village. About 30 

minutes from the hospital, there was a climb up a long hill of several hundred meters. From here we 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 See more details in chapter three. 
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used about two more hours before we reached our final destination. Behind us I observed Rike, one 

of the few very small villages in Phoksumdo valley. To our left we passed Nepal’s highest waterfall 

that is 167 meters high.  

 

The place: SPNP and the village Tsho 
Tsho is situated in lower part of the district Dolpo in Nepal and in 1984 the village became 

encapsulated in Shey Phoksundo5 National Park (SPNP). SPNP is the largest national park in Nepal 

and one of the few parks that is made to protect a trans-Himalayan ecosystem. It covers an area of 

3555 square kilometres and constitutes a large part of the Dolpo District and a small part of the 

Mugu district in the northwest. The park’s northern border is next to Tibet (China). From the Dolpo 

valley in southern part of the district, one may reach Tsho in two or three days of walking. Dolpo 

valley is the most populated area in the district and most of the villages are to be found here; 

including the districts capital - Dunai and the only airport in the district - Juphal. There are no car 

roads that connect the district with other surrounding districts. There are mainly three ways to reach 

Dolpo: either to by foot, by animal 

transportation, or by plane. I observed a 

car road under construction in Dolpo 

valley, but when it will be opened for 

traffic however, is unknown.  

 

The elevation in the park ranges from 

2,130 to 6,883 m. The highest point is 

Kanjiroba Himal. Because of the 

enormous ranges of altitude to be found 

in the park, there are several variants of 

landscapes, and the region is rich in 

biodiversity. Tsho is located at an altitude of about 3,700 m. and is surrounded by majestic 

mountains with peaks reaching up to 6000 m. and is covered in snow most of the year. Tsho lies in 

a valley that is quite broad and flat compared to most of the neighbouring valleys in the park, which 

are mostly narrow and erratic in nature. Tsho and the villages in the upper part of the park constitute 

some of the world’s highest settlements that have adapted to extreme natural conditions and high 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Phoksundo in Tibetan can be translated to mean “this body of water”, but should be written  ”Phoksumdo”. The name 
was mistranslated in Nepali into ”Phoksundo”. Where it’s possible, the thesis will use the original  
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altitude.  

 

Tsho is part of Phoksumdo VDC. “In Phoksundo valley lives approximately 500 inhabitants (in 93 

households)” (Ghimre et al. 2004:3), while Tsho consists of a cluster of nearly 40 new and old stone 

houses. The numbers of the inhabitants in Tsho are approximately 200 inhabitants. The mother 

tongue in Tsho is “a Tibetan dialect called Kham” (Ghimre 2004:3)”. The second language that 

most residents speak fluently is Nepali and English starts to get more widespread too, especially 

among the young. Most of the school children live in the residential located next to the amchi 

hospital. When the students are within two years of graduation, they settle in Kathmandu. In the 

first period of my stay, I noticed that there clearly was a lack of children in the village. The school 

holiday began in June and in this period the children came back to the village, changing much of the 

atmosphere.  

 

Just one kilometre west from the village 

is Phoksumdo Lake. The lake is known 

to be the deepest6 in Nepal and the 

second largest. There are several 

narratives of myths told about the lake 

and its surrounding landscape (Kind 

2002), and in addition, the lake is a 

popular tourist attraction7. Next to the 

lakes shore is a camping site designated 

for tourists and trekkers. From here 

visitors can enjoy the sight of Phoksumdo Lake and the surrounding landscape. 

At the lakes east bank is the old Bon Gompa8 mTha’srung. The Monastery is a complex of ten 

houses and three ruins. Today there are three lamas who live permanently at the Gompa. The lama 

plays an important role in the village and conducts several religious tasks such as performing 

ceremonies, also known as puja in Sanskrit. In addition to the Gompa, there are several stupas 

within the village area. More details of Bon and the local cosmology will be presented both in 

chapter three and six.    

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 The locals said that some Japanese scientist had measured the lake to be to approximately 650 meters deep, but this is 
not official recognized. In 2004 the Department of Hydrology and Meterology measured the lake to be only 145 m deep 
(www.nepalnews.com (2004): Rara is Nepal’s deepest lake). 
7 See more details of tourism in chapter five. 
8 Monastery in Tibetan is translated to Gompa.  
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A few years ago the government built a military outpost and a national park outpost near the village 

on the opposite river bank near the lake. I could observe that only during the summer and fall 

season, there was about 30 army personnel stationed at the army camp and 3 gamescouts in the 

national parks administration building. The Army is an available tool to enforce the law in the 

National Park and are under the administration of the DNPWC. It should be mentioned that the first 

Headquarters of the park existed in Polam (more details follows below in this chapter), just next to 

the residential school, and between Pungmo and Tsho, the two main villages in Phoksundo VDC.  

 

It takes about fifteen minutes’ to walk between the Monastery and the village. Between is a small 

valley where Phoksumdo River flows. There are two optional passages to cross the river. The 

nearest bridge from the Monastery lies next to the lake’s river outlet, and further down the river, 

next to the village the other bridge is situated. The latter takes the villagers over to part of their 

essential plots, forest and grazing land, but also several other plots, forest and grazing land are to be 

found in and near the village centre. The main crops they plant are potatoes, buckwheat, barley and 

custard. Other types of crops are difficult to manage in this high altitude and the production gives 

only one harvest each season. In recent years external agencies connected to The UN Food Program 

have provided the villagers with seeds to grow vegetables and therefore most of the households 

have a small garden. In a normal year, the locals start planting their plots between April and May 

and start to harvest between September and October. There does not exist any types of machines or 

artificial fertilizers that could ease the work and increase the productivity. To plough their plots 

they use two oxen to pull a plough and others are hand tools such as a long handled hoe. The 

fertilizers are self-produced. They bring organic forest material and spread it out on the floor in 

their livestock shed. Only in the old houses, the ground floor is used as the shed, while the new 

houses are built to accommodate tourists and therefore are without a shed. The quantity of 

fertilizers the villagers manage to produce in total covers about " of their plot areas. This explains 

why they have a rotational system with a four-year cycle.  

 

There are several blankets of forests in Phoksundo VDC. Especially picturesque9 are the pine forest 

blanket southeast from Tsho that covers a long oval hill. One of elder the more villagers referred to 

this forest as the Queen Forest. Despite the high altitude of the village, one does not reach the tree-

line before about 4000 m. The upper most forests in the park lie within Phoksumdo VDC. One will 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 See picture in chapter six. 
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reach the tree-line in one full-length day walk further up in the park from Tsho. The villagers name 

the forest land in north Ruk Tang and Duku Tang. According to the Department of National Park 

and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC), less than five percentage of the park is covered with forest 

and it is a valuable but a scarce natural resource. Most land of the park is dominated by 

rangelands10. Much of the discussion in the thesis focuses on the forest resource management.  

 

During my stay in the village, I managed to spot a range of the wildlife such as musk deer, goral, 

blue-sheep, mountain rabbit, fox, stoat, rodents such as mouse hare (Pika), several species of birds, 

tracks of snow-leopard and a yak-cadaver killed by grey wolves. Interestingly the establishment of 

the park was to protect species such as blue-sheep and snow-leopard. The snow leopard (L., 

Panthera uncia) in particular has become the key image of the park and one of the central specie to 

protect. Actually, the rationality to establish the park was to protect endangered species such as the 

snow leopard and its prey. “The rough, broken terrain of Dolpo provides ideal conditions for snow 

leopards coursing prey: blue sheep, marmots, and, to local villagers’ frequent dismay; livestock… 

The snow leopard,...a listed endangered species,… faces extinction as a result of hunting and habitat 

encroachment throughout its ambit” (Bauer 2004:145). Frequently my key informants could find 

scat from snow leopards along the trails, and since this animal is shy by nature, it is also a species 

that is difficult to spot. In the Queen Forest next to the village live a small musk deer population. 

Often one can hear musk deer in the forest by their characteristic hiss sound and when walking to 

the Monastery, one can be lucky to spot some musk deer when they jump up the hill into the forest 

after they have been drinking water from the lake.  

 

The year cycle  
From my preparation studies I learned that the production system in this context are both agro-

pastoral and transhumance. Agro-pastoral means they are both agriculturalist and pastoralist. The 

latter term is related to seasonal movement of a human population, as in this context, from one 

ecological zone to another is “a practice called transhumance” (Hardersty 1977:141).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 ”…rangelands are the most common vegetation type in Dolpo...The Society for Range Management (2001) defines 
them as lands on which ”the indigenous vegetation is predominantly grasses, grass-like plants, forbs or shrubs.” 
Rangelands include natural grasslands, savannas, shrublands, deserts, tundras”. alpine communities, marshes, and 
meadows. Rangelands are also deined in utilitarian terms, as expanses of land suitable for grazing by ruminant animals 
as well as areas unsuited for cultivation due to low and erratic precipitation, rough topography, poor drainage, and cold 
temperatures (cf heitschmidt and Stuth 1991; RanchWest 2001). Dolpo rangelands are diverse, a function of its wide 
altidue range between 3,000 and 5,000 meters (m)...Dolpo’s alpine rangelands extend from 4,000 to 5,000 m and are the 
primary summer grazing grounds for domestic livestock” (Bauer 2004:20-21). 
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“A herding system based on a semi-regular seasonal movement of livestock is known as a transhumant system. 

Transhumant systems are distinguished from nomadic systems, in which herders move their animals to 

wherever they can find pasture and water without following a regular seasonal cycle” (Igoe 2004:52). 

 

The main production systems are “trade, agricultural and livestock movements” (Bauer 2004:19). 

These production systems are co-related and overlapping and difficult to distinguish from each 

other. Additionally, the production systems are intimately connected to the community’s year cycle.  

 
“One key difference in production (compare to the other places or valleys in Dolpo) is that villagers from 

Pungmo and Ringmo11 migrate between permanent winter and summer houses located at different altitudes. 

Crops are grown in the main villages, while summers are devoted to dairy production at higher altitude 

encampments. During winter, villagers from Ringmo and Pungmo migrate to lower altitude settlements” 

(Bauer 2004:117).  

 

According to Kenneth Bauer (2004) the permanent summer residences are in Peri Kapuwa12 and 

Zingring north of the village, while the winter residences are in Jyalas and Regi to the south. For 

example my host explained to me:  

 
In April we leave our winter resistance and arrives back to Tsho between April and May to cultivate our plots. 

In June most of us goes north to our summer grazing areas. Between September and October we come back 

again to the village. Then it is time to harvest our fields before the snow arrives. Before the winter arrives we 

go to south again.  

 

To my own observations, Bauer’s description is only partly correct. In June I followed the villager 

up to Pheri Kapuwa. They keep their livestock there until China opens the border for trade in 

August. This trade only last for ten days and it’s always after the yartsa gunbu season. In this 

period, the villagers do not live in Pheri Kapuwa and Zingring. In April walking up to Tsho, I 

passed several winter residences. I met my hosts and other people from the village south of Jyalas 

and Regi in a place named Supa Lama. The trees in this place were thick and tall. Supa is Tibetan 

and means tall, while Lama is “a religious specialist” (Ortner 1992:222). The name of this place 

indicates that names of landscapes are closely linked with peoples’ cosmology. Changes in the 

movement patterns are not randomly chosen. The local moves to new production systems in order 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 These two villages are closely connected through kinship and culture. The anthropologist Marietta Kina (2002) has 
discussed the connection in identity and landscape between these two villages (Kind 2002).   
12 During my fieldwork I stayed one month in the Pheri Kapuwa during the mushroom season of specie named yartsa 
gunbu season in June 2011. See more details in chapter three.  
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to maximize their capital. Perhaps at the time Bauer made his observations, he was not wrong. The 

more recent changes are related to other influences from the economy marked than what Bauer 

could observe, e.g. trade of medicine plants. Again, see more details in chapter three. Still, Bauer is 

correct in insisting that the following annual cycle pattern of the villagers is a migration between 

two different seasonal grazing zones. It is from the rangelands in the southern part of Dolpo to the 

rangelands in the North. Tsho can be said to be midway between these two zones or “two co-

dependent economic and ecological niches” (Bauer 2004:108). Phoksumdo Valley is ecologically 

speaking “a transition zone… between the rarefied lands of the northern pastoralists and the 

forested canopies and densely populated farming villages of southern Dolpa District” (Ibid.:117).  

!

Livestock management 
It is impossible to imagine a life in Dolpo without animals. The people here are dependent on the 

animals to carry out their livelihood. All the equipment to the village and elsewhere in the park 

must be carried either by man or animal. To understand the dependency on their livestock one can 

compare this production system to for example farming. One statement uttered by one of the local 

villagers illustrates this in saying that: “Our agricultural products would keep us self-sustained only 

for three months”. We can conclude that people living within this ecosystem are dependent not on 

only one production system, but several. Besides agriculture the locals are highly dependent on 

trade and livestock movement in order to survive in one of the world’s highest altitude areas. 

 

All the households in Tsho that I observed kept animals such as yak, cattle, yak-crossbreeds (locally 

named as tzo), goats, horses and chickens. The villagers are dependent on animals such as yak, tzo 

and horses in order to transport their 

load. The most common animal to keep 

in Dolpo is tzo; mainly because they are 

relatively strong and adapt better to 

lower altitude than the yak (Stevens 

1996). The animals are considered as a 

symbol of wealth and have a high value 

in Dolpo. An example how important 

the livestock are to the villagers 

economy, my host-brother could tell me 

of two incidents last year (2010) where 
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he lost one horse and one yak in Pheri Kapuwa. Both of them fell down a cliff and died. “These 

accidents led to a huge setback in my family’s economy”. Animals can also suffer death for other 

reasons such as illnesses, predators or other hazards such as extreme weather conditions. If the 

animal’s condition is good after its death then the villagers use the animal for its meat. This practise 

must be understood in light of their religious belief, in which it is believed that it is bad karma to 

kill. I noticed that none of the villagers kept sheep as people do both in the south and north of the 

district. One villager explained why: “The grazing conditions that surrounds the village are not 

good for sheep”. However, I did not investigate in more detail why the landscape around Tsho was 

not suitable to keep sheep as it seemed to me to have little relevance for my particular research 

purpose.  

 

In the household where I stayed they had a livestock of 16 animals: seven tzo, seven yaks and two 

horses. Each morning during April and May before moving up north, I accompanied my hosts and 

other villagers when they commuted to take their livestock up to the many grazing areas that 

surrounds the village. One day we could strive with chasing the animals up hilly mountain slopes, 

first through a forest, before reaching the valuable alpine grass. Other days we headed towards more 

easily accessible grazing land. Before dark, the animals returned to the village by themselves and 

the villager’s lead them back into their sheds. I did not manage to figure out a pattern of this grazing 

practice. How did they know what grazing areas they should bring their livestock to each day? 

What I noticed was the conversations the locals had with each other during the morning walks 

about the grazing conditions. During these trips, the villagers collected firewood and seldom came 

back to the village with empty hands. Often my host came back with different types of natural 

medical plants or herbs that could be used to easy stomach problems or to be used as incense.   

!

Changes after 1959 
A seasonal migration between the two zones that exists in the present seems to follow a timeless 

logical grazing pattern. In fact, is that these migration patterns have changed drastically over the 

recent decades, most commonly explained by certain historical and geopolitical circumstances after 

1959, when China closed its national borders and restricted people to cross between them, while 

other explanations is related to the introduction of new technologies and economic transformation, 

as well with environmental changes and ecological limitations.  
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Before 1959, locals exploited the Tibetan plains toward the north and farming villages in the south. 

For centuries, these societies had adapted a fine adjusted seasonal pattern between the frontiers or 

two co-dependent economic and ecological niches. The seasonal pattern I observed in 2011, 

illustrates a tremendous resilience inherent in their transhumance system. Their ability to move and 

make use of new production systems shows an ability to adapt and to adjust their culture to 

enormous ecological transformations such as the closure made. For example in chapter three I will 

show how the old custom to establish netsang13 have re-vitalized in the emergence of new money 

economy. However, to the pastorals in Dolpo, the closure of the border had most negative effect on 

their winter grazing pattern in Tibet. The summer grazing patterns in the Himalayas still continue as 

before.  

 
“Each village of Dolpo had had its own traditional wintering zone in Tibet and group of nomads with whom 

they maintained reciprocal partnerships. These netsang relationships ensured not only favorable terms of trade 

but also access rangeland resources. During the tenth month of every year, the animals of Dolpo were given 

over to the Tibetan nomads, who incorporated them into their own large herds. For their shepherding services, 

the drokpa14 were paid in grain, as well as any milk they could draw from the animals. In spring, Dolpo’s men 

would return to Tibet in order to collect their livestock. Access to pasture in Tibet was critical to the 

organization of Dolpo’s economy and society: it structured herding and household production, patterned 

familial and kin relations, and distributed labor and financial resources” (Bauer 2004:113).  

 

After 1959, hundreds of Tibetans crossed the border as refugees and with them followed their 

livestock. The large number of livestock led to over-grazing and too much pressure on the 

rangeland resources, and in early of the 1960s, people in Dolpo and Tibetan refugees experienced a 

mass starvation of their livestock (cf. Jest 1975). In the aftermath the locals adjusted and adapted to 

these changes by decreasing their livestock and searched for “new alternative pastures in the middle 

hills of Nepal” (Bauer 2004:114).  

 

The anthropologist Christoph von Fürer-Haimendorf (1975) predicted another consequence for the 

trans-border communities after the closure in 1959. He noticed that the salt trade of Tibetan salt - 

the single most important trade ingredient from the Plateau - would decline because primarily of 

two reasons. Firstly, the obvious reason that the transmigration became more cumbrous after the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 ”Before the closing of the border, every Dolpo trader had business partners and fictive kin (netsang) among Tibet’s 
nomads: someone with whom he could trustingly negotiate rates and enact barter exchange” (Bauer 2004:108). It is still 
common with netsang relations with Hindus in the south and with households in the north. Next chapter will describe 
one such netsang relation.  
14 Drokpa (’brog-pa) is the Tibetan term for nomad.  
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closure that made the trade difficult. Secondly, Tibetan salt was to be out-competed by new markets 

and cheap salt from India.  

 
This development took place, because “[t]he expansion of communications and transportation infrastructure in 

Nepal (which opened these remote villages to new goods and people, altering economics and crossing 

cultures); and the rise of modern nation-states like the People’s Republic of China and Nepal (with their 

attendant vision of development for their peripheral populations)” (Bauer 2004:3).  

 

Today, it is for example common to see people in Dolpo who uses mass-produced goods from 

China such as cellular phones, flat screens, dvd-players etc.   

 
“Some Dolpo traders have adapted and now peddle Chinese goods like clothes, thermoses, watches, liquor, 

and other item that are in demand in Nepal’s middle hills. Yet these trading patterns entail not only new goods 

but also a particular set of social relationships with customs (linguistic, religious, sartorial, culinary, and 

hierarchical) that are vastly different than those with which Dolpo’s traders are most familiar (cf. Fisher 1986 

in Bauer 2004:190). 

 

A new change in the year cycle after the infrastructures in Nepal has been improved is that many of 

the villagers migrate from their winter settlements in the south to urban areas in Nepal or India. For 

example my hosts showed me pictures from their pilgrim journey in India they did during the 

winter season a couple of years ago. The winter season after I left, they went to Kathmandu. During 

this period, his younger brother and his wife, stays behind in Dolpo to take care of the animals. One 

of the hotel owners could tell that he had made some investments on property in Kathmandu. Today 

(2012) two of his older children studies in the city. In the past, when most of the villagers used to 

stay in Dolpo during the winter period, they would occupy themeselves with rituals and work such 

as singing, ring-dances, weaving and production of ropes and so forth. It was unlikely in the past 

that locals would travel to districts outside of Dolpo. Lama Drukge of Polde remembers the old 

days (Bauer 2004:190):  

 
“I recall an icy crescent moon, a shower of stars, the slow shuffle of dancers in a ring, the lyrical pluking of a 

lute. Already there is a deep lacuna between those who once traveled with the herds to Tibet and a younger 

generation that aspires to different opportunities, work, and lifestyles”.  

 

After 1959, the state making processes has also impacted the grazing patterns. A state making 

process can be defined as a modernization project to enable power being directed from communities 

to central institution. “During the 1970s, His Majesty’s Government of Nepal passed the 
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Community Forestry Act. Previously, forests had been nationalized, marginalizing villagers in the 

management of these resources (cf Gilmour and Fisher 1991)” (Bauer 2004:129). This meant that 

the “village-based user groups now can limit the access of mobile pastoral groups to rangeland 

resources and prohibit entry to their animals” (ibid.). In the south the agro-pastoralists communities 

from north needs to make deals for grazing land with the communities in south, while in Dolpo 

(inside the national park) the locals still continue managing rangeland resources on the basis of 

traditional boundaries since the DNPWC staff are stationed several days away from most villages.  

 

When the state established SPNP in 1984, it was also a creation of a new unnatural border. In these 

new border areas, where people had been crossing naturally for generations, became now a matter 

to be within the new constructed area or outside. For example one consequence was that 

communities that were inside the park’s border became the target of development projects, while 

those outside were not. One person at the DNPWC in Kathmandu could tell that all of the houses in 

the park had been installed with solar panel. According to my host, the first solar panel in the 

village where installed fifteen years ago. The development project has not being targeted equally in 

SPNP. According to Kenneth Bauer (2004) most of the established projects has been targeted in 

Phoksumdo VDC. The core ideology to the state at the time the park was established was to make 

sure to connect the park personnel with the locals. In fact, Nepal has been one of the initial 

countries to integrate conservation practices with local community’s needs. Therefore, the first 

Headquarter in SPNP was built in Polam that is within Phoksumdo VDC. But in 1996, Nepal’s 

Maoists took to arm against the state and the civil war spread to Dolpo. Between 2000 and 2003, 

the Maoists launched several attacks in Dolpo and took control over the whole district in this 

period. SPNP’s Headquarter in Polam was not spared.  

  
“On September 25, 2000, the Maoist launched a daring raid on Dunai, headquarters of Dolpa District…In 

April 2002 the Maoists attacked and destroyed the airport tower at Juphal, Dolpa District, effectively cutting 

off the district…The Maoist rebels attacked and essentially destroyed the infrastructure of the army and Shey 

Phoksundo National Park between 2001-2003. The military post of Sumduwa, the headquarters at Palam 

[Polam], and other smaller posts were burned down; no one was killed as the posts were empty during these 

attacks” (Bauer 2004:198-9). 

 

Today one can therefore only see the ruins of the old Headquarter when walking through the area. 

About five years ago, SPNP’s new Headquarter was built in Suligad, which lies in Dolpo Valley. 

The new Headquarters is situated relatively far from the local communities in the park compared to 

the old. It takes between two to three days to walk between Suligad and Tsho. The idea to settle the 
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park’s personnel near the local community of the park seems to have lost foothold. The DNPWC 

effort to improve human welfare and to conserve biodiversity in SPNP, “Poaching of wildlife and 

illegal harvesting of medicinal goods have been rising in the absence of government personnel 

patrolling Shey Phokundo National Park” (Buda 2000 quoted in Bauer 2004:198-9). 

!

Summary: The political situation in Nepal                                                                           
In 2006, a ten year long civil war ended in Nepal, a war that took at least 13.000 lives. The 

Communist Party of Nepal (Maoists), who started the civil war, agreed to sign a peace treaty with 

the President of the Nepali Congress and Prime Minister at that time – Girija Prasad Koirala, after 

he promised to re-establish the Parliament to work for a new Constitution. When I arrived on 1st of 

February 2010 in Kathmandu, I could read in the Nepalese English newspapers that a new prime 

minister was elected after more than seven months without a functioning Government. The 

Parliament announced that they was to postpone the effort to finalize the constitution by six months, 

but after six month, again the Parliament had to delay the constitution work by six extra months. 

This gives a fragmented picture of the contemporary political situation in the post-war Nepal. 

Several of the people I met in Nepal expressed lackadaisical attitudes towards their national 

politicians and that was justified by their view that most politicians are inherently corrupt. This is 

not a new a new topic in discussions of development projects in Nepal. A central narrative in Nepal 

is the “idea of a ‘culture’ of no agency…Development professionals in Nepal commonly attribute 

problems of endemic corruption, bureaucratic dysfunctionality, lack of productivity, and general 

development failure, to cultural attributes thought to inhibit Nepali agency” (Dove et al. 2008:236). 

The problem with this narrative is that failed development projects are “linked to inherent faults in 

the minds of individuals and collective ‘cultures’ rather than to historical relations of production, 

extraction and power” (ibid.:237). There is no doubt that Nepal does struggle with much corruption. 

The “no agency” narrative could be imagined to be, in some instances, a discursively factor that to 

some degree impacted the cultural form of the development policy, but to assume this would be an 

anthropological exercise based on apriori, and that would fail us to understand the historical 

context, which I have been describing in this chapter. However, during the civil war, the region 

where I did my fieldwork, the Maoists had managed to gain full control of the area until peace again 

was restored in 2006. The communities in SPNP have since then subsequently experienced a higher 

growth in their local economies, because of several factors. One of these factors, what is the 

introduction of a commercial market for natural medicine plants in Nepal, will be described in the 

next chapter.  
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Chapter 3: The ‘yartsa gunbu’ harvest.  
Introduction           
Before leaving for Nepal in February I had no idea of the existence of the medicine plant that is 

called ‘yartsa gunbu’. I first heard of yartsa gunbu in Kathmandu, while waiting for the study-visa 

and National Park entrance-license to be processed. When people questioned about my destination, 

amazingly many of them immediately associated Dolpo with the harvest of this so called yartsa 

gunbu. I was baffled. This was completely new information to me, but I soon understood that this 

medicine plant would be of great importance to my study.   

 

In the introduction chapter, it was demonstrated how the co-management discourse has led to the 

splitting up of the national park into several zones with different objectives, in order to achieve the 

two primary goals of economic growth and conservation of biodiversity. In this chapter I will look 

at one of these objectives specially; namely the practices concerned with the yartsa gunbu harvest 

and trade. The local communities in Dolpo, as well as in other local societies in the majority of the 

high Himalayan region, has experienced an economic growth in the trade of medicine plants the last 

decade, especially with yartsa gunbu. The demand after medicine plants has increased in the global 

market, particularly in China. This chapter describes how the activities around the harvest of yartsa 

gunbu are managed within Phoksumdo VDC and SPNP, and relate these practices that have 

occurred to the influence from global governance regimes. The chapter shows how global 

governance does impact local practices and cultural forms. The question raised in the chapter is if 

the current form of policy of the yartsa gunbu harvest in SPNP can be considered to be sustainable 

or not. Or in other words, does the parks policy of medicine plant harvesting manage to achieve the 

combining of both goals that are to conserve the current biodiversity - such as the population of 

yartsa gunbu - and thus contribute to economic development? The chapter shows how harvesters 

imagine the survival of the yartsa gunbu population under the current political structure. To avoid 

the “tendency to essentialize capitalism as a thing and to not understand capitalism as a process in 

which actors have agency and which can be changed in ways that make it more equitable” (West 

2006:preface), this chapter attend to show local variations on how different actors locally imagine 

the future survival of the yartsa gunbu population, as well to other local strategies in order to avoid 

the tendency to essentialize capitalism.  
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Yartsa Gunbu 
The scientific name of Yartsa Gunbu is Cordyceps Sinensis. It “is a fungus parasitizing the larvae of 

a moth of the genus Thitarodes (Hepialus), which lives in alpine grasslands of the Tibetan Plateau” 

(Winkler 2009:1). These caterpillars live under the soil in the alpine grasslands during the 

winter and turn into moths in the summer. The fungus infects and mummifies their bodies. Out of 

the caterpillar’s head a 5-15 cm long stalk of the fungus grows that is visible on the surface and 

resembles a piece of grass. The Tibetan Plateau includes several regions in China/Tibet and trans-

Himalayan areas of Nepal, Bhutan and India. I have read that yartsa gunbu grows at altitudes 

between 3000 – 5000 m. (Winkler 2009:292). Later I would estimate that the best “fields” were to 

be found between 4200 – 5100 m. The estimate is not accurate because I relied on a map of Dolpo 

and did not have an instrument to measure the altitude. Just after our carriers left it started to snow. 

In Tibetan the cordyceps sinesis is named yartsa gunbu. In English this mean “summer grass – 

winter insect”. In Nepali the plant is named Jiwan Buti that could be translated to mean life-

medicine. The locals translate yartsa gunbu into English using either the term mushroom or 

medicine plant. In Nepali, the harvesters or collectors of yartsa gunbu are called Kira Tipne; Kira 

means insect and Tipne means harvesters. The thesis will use all types of terms such as harvesters, 

mushroom pickers and collectors as synonyms with those who search after yartsa gunbu. I did not 

observe commercial harvesting of any other types of medicine plants. This does not mean that there 

was no talk about other possible medicine plants and their market value, additional, its accessibility 

fore sale on the market. Only a very limited numbers of harvesters had interest or/and knowledge of 

other medicine plants The only medicine plant that I observed being harvested for commercial 

purposes was yartsa gunbu.  

 

More attractive than tourism 
When I arrived at the Juphal airport in April, I hired two carriers to help me carry up my equipment 

supplies. The two young carriers were from Jajarkot, a district south of Dolpo. The harvest season 

of yartsa gunbu begins in June, still two months away from my arrival. The yartsa gunbu was the 

reason why the two carriers I met were in Dolpo. They were just waiting for the season to start and 

until then they applied for all available work. They needed cash in order to survive and to get 

enough capital needed to invest in equipment and food supplies for the yartsa gunbu season. This 

because the season lasts for one month and one must travel far into the Himalayas away from 

“civilization”. In the meantime, tourism is thus an especially attractive form of work. In this part of 

the world, most tourists are keen to get hold of someone who can transport their load to ease the 
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experience of hard walks in the Himalayas. To work as a tourist-carrier is usually better paid than 

other available work in the region, with the yartsa gunbu harvest being the excpetion. During this 

season it is almost impossible for tourists to get hold of carriers because the possible profit to earn 

from yartsa gunbu harvest can be much better than in the tourism. The two carriers said they were 

lucky to have met me, because there are few tourists who arrive at this time. The high peak of 

tourism is after the monsoon season that starts in September. Just before the yartsa gunbu season 

began, this priority became more apparent in the village. A tourist agent in Kathmandu had made a 

call to my host to offer him work to meet a group of tourists in Juphal. The agent’s problem was 

that the group would arrive just when the yartsa gunbu season began. The work would involve 

using his livestock to carry the group’s equipment perhaps for several weeks. My host rejected the 

offer but also told the agent that he would publicise the request to others in the village. However, 

nobody expressed interest in this work opportunity. There is more money involved in the yartsa 

gunbu activity.  

 

The beginning  
In 2000, the government opened up for public commercial harvest of medicine plants. Before this 

year, the commercial trade of medicine plants was illegal in Nepal, but “[w]hen these laws were 

repealed in 2000, word spread quickly and today literally thousands of collectors from inside and 

outside the region descend upon Dolpo in June to harvest this norbu, a wishfulfilling jewel” (Bauer 

2004:193). It seems that the local economic jump didn’t take off until the end of the civil war, 

because the Maoist insurgency was cause of a halt to the local economic benefit of the yartsa gunbu 

harvest. For example: 

 
“The economic boon of yartsa gumbu has been short-lived due to the increasing presence of Maoists in Dolpo 

since 2001. During the summer of 2003, at least 50 Maoist soldiers were actively patrolling the upper valleys 

of Dolpo and collecting a per-head tax on collectors. The amount of tax depended upon the amount collected 

and, in many cases, the position of the trader. For example, in the summer of 2002, the president of 

Phoksumdo VDC had to pay 500,000 rupees-5,000 rupees per kilogram-for his trade in yartsa gumbu” (Bauer 

2004:199).  

 

During the Maoist intervention there was strict control with several soldiers patrolling in the park.  
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Global market: Standardization in China.   
Each year after the yartsa gunbu season had ended, the locals and other middlemen who trade yartsa 

gunbu would travel to the Chinese border to exchange their products for other commodities or 

money. China opens their border for trade for a window of ten days a year only. There is not a fixed 

date for when this trade begin, but it always takes place shortly after the yartsa gunbu season. This 

trade usually takes place during August. The locals have to wait in their village after the yartsa 

gunbu season has ended for the message from the Chinese that the border has opened for trade. 

Unfortunately I was not able to follow the locals up to the border, because my field-period had 

already come to an end. I can only imagine the caravans that crossed the border continuously in and 

out during this period, to manage to bring all the traded goods out from China. This seems to 

correspond with what one local told me: “We get everything from China”. 

 

There is a relation between how global and national pharmaceutical governance regimes operate 

with transformations of social practices such as the increased harvest activity after yartsa gunbu in 

SPNP since 2000. The World Health Organization (WHO) has created some international standards 

for the production of traditional medicine such as Tibetan medicine. This standard is known as 

Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP).  

 

In the Tibetan Medicine practice, it is normal to mix several of the ingredients in order to maximize 

the healing effect. Yartsa gunbu is also used in this way. For example:  

 
“Gawä Dorje’s (1995) contemporary compendium on Tibetan materia medica yartsa is placed in the category 

of "medicinal essences" (rtsi sman), which includes several tonics. It is used for general strengthening, 

boosting the immune system, virility, and is prescribed for kidney and heart problems. It is also used for 

treatment of Hepatitis B. In Tibetan Medicine yartsa is mostly prescribed in composite remedies, which 

contain a variety of ingredients to balance each other, thus optimizing their efficiency and minimizing side 

effects” (Winkler 2009:1). 

 

As according to the GMP standards, the medicine has to be clean. The current regime of global 

governance has set a set of standardizations in order to dictate the production of natural medicine 

plants, which is different to the strict procedures that follows in the Tibetan Medicine Tradition.  

How different actors practice their production in relation to the understanding of what ‘clean’ 

means, is based on a specific cultural notion.  
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GMP sets ”standards that govern the conditions under which raw materials are evaluated, medicines are made, 

and finished products are sold. Specifically, GMP regulations delineate how medications and medical devices 

are produced; they include quality control regimes and product testing” (Graig 2011:333).  

 

If the product is approved by a set of GMP standards, the producer can certify its product as a 

legitimate GMP product. The market demands standardization and this is parallel with what ‘clean’ 

means within the rules of GMP. Today, for example, consumers can buy pure forms of different 

medicine plants in capsules. This should indeed be seen as a spread of a capitalistic global market. 

The problem is that this type of standardization is not the same procedure that is prescribed in 

Tibetan medical theory. The tradition has its own practice that is distinctly from the GMP standards 

of when different plants should be harvested, how each of the plants should be harvested and how 

to prepare the raw material. As argued in the amchi in the previous chapter, the Tibetan Medical 

Tradition is both a general knowledge and the knowledge is strongly situated to the specific place of 

its practice.  

 
“A medicine’s value was determined not only within a particular cultural context, but also within the 

constraints of local and regional economies- particularly with respect to the availability of plan, mineral, and 

animal products on which Tibetan pharmacy is based” (Graig 2011:335).  

 

The Chinese Government implemented GMP standards on Traditional Medicine in 2001 (Graig 

2011). The Communist Party sees the standardization as a modernization process to bring the 

“backward” Tibetans into civilization. Also, the standardization fits well with the secular and 

scientific ambitions of the Communistic ideal. The Tibetan Medicine tradition has different values 

and practices than we find from the GMP standards. This seems to be close to what the thesis 

argued in the first chapter that scientific discourses such as the GMP standards are based upon, 

often justify existing relationships of power. The Chinese central government has made huge 

efforts, such to provide low rent loans and other subsidies to bring Tibetan Medicine into the 

national and global market. The production values have increased enormously since 2001 and can 

in part explain why the value of yartsa gunbu in Dolpo has increased by more than 1000 % in value 

over the last decade. “Estimates of the production values [of Tibetan Medicine] from…Chinese 

sources put these figures at approximately $32.5 million in 2004, $53 million in 2005, and $ 75-78 

million in 2006” (Graig 2011:344). The increases in demand for medicine plants such as yartsa 

gunbu in China, are directly related to the values that global governance initiatives advocates. The 

Klondike mood after yartsa gunbu in Dolpo is a consequence of the emerging of a capitalistic 

market in China and beyond. People in Dolpo does clearly experience a transformation process in 
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the commercial trade of medicine trade, where Tibetan medicines turns into a commodity for the 

global marked. The consequence could be that the local tradition of Tibetan medicine practice in 

Phoksumdo will be stripped of its social, cultural and religious values and meanings. This has 

happened in China.  

 
“On this visit to Shiong Ba La Chu, I recall the feel of the factory courtyard before GMP certification. During 

previous visits to the factory, there were stands of cosmos everywhere. Several plots of cultivated medicinal 

plants poked up from behind the buildings. I note the new landscaping: clinical, closely shorn sod. “What 

happened to the flower garden?” I ask the manager. “Now we can’t accept flowers in the factory area. 

According to GMP, flowers cause pollution” (Craig 2011:352-3). 

 

The transformation of the courtyard at the Shiong Ba la Chu factory got me thinking about the 

future of the flower garden at the Amchi Hospital (see the previous chapter). Would the garden still 

exist in the future if the GMO standards would be applied here? With the transformation processes 

that has taken place in China, the guess is that the garden would be removed in order to fulfil the 

new standards of ‘clean’ environment.  

 

License control     
Every year since 2000, the yartsa gunbu season have attracted thousands of mushroom pickers from 

all over Nepal, and even more so after the civil war ended in 2006 and the state again could claim 

control over SPNP. When a harvester enters SPNP in Suligad, he or she must pay a harvest-license 

and also decide in which of the thirteen zones within the park he or she wants to search for yartsa 

gunbu. A mushroom picker can only choose to harvest in one zone during a season. It is not 

possible to harvest in several zones unless it is done illegally15. The licence control system and the 

zoning policy is the only economic restriction the state imposes upon the yartsa gunbu trade.  

The park operates with a gradient licensing system where a person’s fee is measured based on their 

geographical background. Compare with the others, the villagers pay the least. Those from other 

VDC’s in Dolpo are required to pay a higher amount, and those who are from one of the neighbour 

districts to Dolpo must pay an even larger sum. Furthermore, I am not sure how it works, but it is 

not unlikely that those who come from other areas in Nepal have to pay an even larger amount. 

Foreigners are prohibited to collect any kind of biological material from the park. I know that a 
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licence cost about 650 Nepalese rupees for a person from a neighbouring district. I am not sure if 

the license price increases for a person who is from districts further away. If the yartsa gunbu zone 

is within a BZA, then half of the license income goes to the belonging VDC. There are at least two 

zones or more within Phoksumdo VDC. Since the yartsa gunbu trade flourish, Phoksumdo VDC 

has gained relatively much capital from the harvest-licence. The profit goes to different local 

development projects. This form of exchange is embedded in the co-management concept.       

                                                                                                                                      

On the 24th of May 2011, the national park opened one of the yartsa gunbu zones within 

Phoksumdo VDC area that is known as Pheri Kapuwa. This zone lies northwest from the village. 

When heading further north in the park from Tsho, one must first cross over a high mountain pass 

on the west side of Phoksumdo Lake. In the area just near the lake shore where the road narrows, 

there is a perfect place to set up a check-point post where the national park authorities can control 

the mushroom licenses. Here the army personnel conduct the license control checks. The landscape 

formation in this place could also explain why the state authorities have prioritized the building of 

an army outpost and a park administration building here. This area is a place where it is easier to 

control the flow of people who travel between the lower and upper part of the park. In the morning 

just few hours before the Pheri Kapuwa zone opened, there was a queue in front of the check-point 

of about 300 mushroom pickers. After the people had passed this place, they hurried towards to 

their applied zone. Obviously there was an on-going contest to arrive first to benefit from the virgin 

fields of yartsa gunbu.  

 

One of the zones: Pheri Kapuwa  
Pheri Kapuwa is a broad valley that runs obliquely in a north-westerly direction. The mountains on 

its south side are high and steep. In this mountain range there are some small glaciers. The 

mountain peaks here reach up to about 6500 m. On this mountain range there are few areas where 

yartsa gunbu grows. The mountain range on the northern side, however, is more round and fertile. 

These mountains are traditionally used as pasture land. Today this is also the land where people 

search after yartsa gunbu. Far up in that valley lies two camps. One camp is located in the bottom of 

the valley, while the other camp lies about one hour further up in altitude, within a smaller valley 

that is named Chu Zong Zong. I was told that this place-name means ‘where the water spreads’. In 

this small valley, the river scattered up into many small rivers it again re-emerges into one stream. 

The valley of Pheri Kapuwa begins at the point where another valley named Gyampo Kapuwa 

starts. This is where three valleys merge. The latter is Phoksumdo valley that runs northwest from 
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Lake Phoksumdo. Where the three valleys meet, Gyampo Kapuwa valley leads towards the north. 

In the far end of this valley lies the third camp in the Pheri Kapuwa zone. The name of this place is 

Lartza. My hosts said the name means “pasture land below the mountains”. It takes about five to six 

hours to walk between Chu Zong Zong and Lartza. In total, the thesis has outlined the three camps 

that villagers from Tsho did run within this zone. Other camp-sites that belongs to this zone was 

situated about one hour further north from Lartza. It takes about two days to reach the Saldang area 

by walk from Lartza. Between Lartza and the Saldang camps is also a very attractive yartsa gunbu 

area. The altitude of the Lartza camp is about 4100 m. The mountains around the camp reach up to 

nearly 6000 m. To reach one of the three camps from Tsho, carrying full load, it takes two days. 

While only one day if one travels light. Each local family or clan from Tsho has its own tent and 

can in this perspective be seen as a local actor. In Lartza there existed four such actors. Besides 

their tents there was another ten small tents or so, set up by the mushroom pickers. At most, we 

were totalling about 70 persons in Lartza.   

 

New and old economic practices  
Each morning it was always the mushroom pickers who did come from Phoksumdo that first set out 

up in the mountains for the daily search after yartsa gunbu. The camp became alive just before 

sunrise. Usually the tents were covered by night frost or by snow that would melt quickly when hit 

by the first rays of sun. This shows the characteristics of the landscapes in high altitudes that are: 

“Low oxygen pressure, or hypoxia, night time cold stress, low biological productivity and high 

neonate mortality” (Moran 2000:6). People prepare fires outside their small tents to cook, or, they 

would eat scraps from last night’s dinner instead. The local residents always prepared a large pot of 

Tibetan butter tea or zoltcha each morning, which they daily drank richly off. They had large tents 

that were spacious enough for an open fireplace inside. Each morning, the warmth from these 

fireplaces would attract several mushroom pickers to come inside the local’s tents. It was common 

that the locals sold several cups of sweet coffee upon the mushroom pickers requests. One cup was 

sold for fifty Nepalese rupees; that is five times more than in other places in Nepal when compared. 

The harvesters usually bought a packet of biscuits to have as a small snack during the harvest day. 

Also this price was five times higher. All the goods the locals had brought up to the camp would 

take on a much higher price. Before the mushroom pickers left the camp, the conversations between 

people were usually about who would go together and about which places they will search after 

yartsa gunbu in. Different harvesters were speculating on where other groups would be searching. 
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The local residents were always the last to leave for their yartsa gunbu search, as they had to take 

care of their business and livestock as well.  

 

After a day of harvest the mushroom pickers again used to gather in the local’s tent. Several times I 

observed the usual business (trade) between the locals and the harvesters. One of these days in 

Dorje’s tent up in Chu Zong Zong, three men had collected about twenty pieces of yartsa gunbu 

each. Dorje served them coocked yak-meat to eat and roksi16 to drink. The harvesters also bought 

(Chinese) beer and biscuits that Dorje had brought from China last year. Other types of goods the 

local residents would sell was food supplies such as; rice; potatoes; flour; beans; oil; salt; coffe; tea; 

chocolates; noodles; and etc. For each order the harvesters made, Dorje would make a note of the 

order in a book and payments was delayed until end of the season. The harvesters paid either in 

yartsa gunbu or with money they had 

received from selling part of their 

yartsa gunbu to other middle-men. It 

also happened that the harvester paid 

directly with cash. These could be 

harvesters that did not have close ties 

with any particular local actor. Also, 

harvesters who had close ties and had 

an “account” in the book could 

sometimes pay directly as well. This 

seemed to establish trust between the 

actors. There was always a lot of talk 

about the price of what different middle-men was offering to give.  In a bad season a harvester can 

end up in debt to one or several of the local actors. The local resident’s trust in the harvester is thus 

necessary when the economic exchange or resiprosity is delayed. Dorje could tell that he had lost a 

lot of money in the previous year, du to harvesters’ lack of ability to pay their debts, and these 

harvester has not returned this year. Dorje’s experience was one characterised by a negative 

resiprocity (Sahlins 1972). The locals have few other alternatives than trust-based exchange, as the 

harvesters do not have capital upon arrival but only after they have collected yartsa gunbu. In the 

previous chapter, the thesis described changes in the pastoral movement pattern after 1959. Before 

the Hindus in South was very dependent on the trans-humanist people in upper Dolpo to exchange 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Roksi is a locally made spirits distilled from rice and millet and a common drink to be found in Nepal. 
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their grain for salt. This dependency relation is now turned around and now it is the local residents 

that are dependent on keeping good relations with the Hindus in order to have access to pastoral 

land during the winter season. A couple from one of the villages near Juphal airport lived in Dorje’s 

tent. Dorje provided them with free food and lodging during the yartsa gunbu season. In return for 

his service, he is allowed to stay with them during the winter season. This type of exchange is what 

characterizes the phenomenon of a general reciprocity (ibid.) that is based on solidarity and trust. 

This type of reciprocity has been a norm in order to survive the rought environmental circumstances 

in the trans-Himalayan region. What is new today is that medicine plants that was not particularly 

high in demand in the former barter economy, has taken place as a commodity in the global money 

economy. The netsang relations, (described in the previous chapter), that was common before has 

re-vitalised with this new form of trade. “Anthropologists and sociologists have long rejected the 

impersonal model of money and markets offered by mainstream economics. People everywhere 

personalize money, bending it to their own subjective purposes through a variety of social 

instruments” (Hart 2011:183). Here the several modes of exchange that has taken form between the 

local residents and the harvesters challenges the impersonal model of money.  

 

Risk and decline of Yartsa Gunbu 
In a conversation between my host and my assistant, I was told that two biologists employed by 

WWF Nepal had predicted that free access to all citizens to the yartsa gunbu harvest, for a limited 

period, would not threaten the reproduction of the species. Kenneth Bauer (2004:193) also supports 

this view: the “yartsa gunbu is harvested when the fungi and the caterpillar larvae have completed 

their life cycles (and therefore harvesting does not threaten either population’s survivability)”. 

However, the biologists could not 

predict that the value of yartsa gunbu 

would jump by 900 % in a ten years 

period (Winkler 2009) and that 

enormous numbers of people would 

come and search for yartsa gunbu 

during the season. According to my 

data, a 900 % increase in value is an 

underestimation. The mushroom 

pickers told me that ten years ago one 

piece was worth 20 Nepalese rupees in 
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the market, while today the same piece could be sold for 200 Nepalese rupees. These data represent 

a growth by at least 1000 % in value of yartsa gunbu the decade. I was told that during the ten day 

trade period at the Chinese border, the value of one piece of yartsa gunbu is between 500-1000 

nepalese rupees. The price depends on its size and quality. The village economy has become 

dependent on this new economy and a dramatic decline will cause negative impact to the village 

economy and life. For example from studies in rural Tibet, the collection and trade of yartsa gunbu 

is estimated to contribute to at least 60 % of rural households’ economies (Winkler 2009). This 

estimate is not unlikely to be the similar in Tsho. As one of the villagers stated: “We get everything 

from China”. When I asked my key informants if it would be an idea to introduce strict 

conservation initiates such as ban of yartsa gunbu harvest, their responses to the proposal was 

negative. “We can’t change the practice. We are dependent on the trade”.  

 

In contrast to Bauer, my data shows that a large part of the involved actors in the yartsa gunbu trade 

worries that the current activity will lead to over-harvesting of the species, but the traditional ways 

of collection is not to blame.  

 
“The major threat to the sustainability of medicinal plants collection in Dolpo is not the small amount used by 

the amchis, but the very large and growing interest in the trade of some 20 species of plants which are 

collected in large volumes from the district. Signs of over-harvesting of these species are very distinct at the 

periphery of the park and encroachment for commercial collection inside the park is ongoing” (Lama et al. 

2001:14).   

 

Many of the involved actors could tell me that they have experienced a steady decline of the 

quantity of yartsa gunbu since the National Park opened up for its yartsa gunbu harvest. Today 

many people in the area express an overt anxiety, in the sense that they fear that the species are 

being over-harvested. This was a recurring narrative. For example one young man in the village that 

I met after the season had ended, told me that he believed the species would disappear within a time 

frame of five years, if the same practice is to continue in the future. Other harvesters I spoke with in 

Lartza told me they believed it was only a matter of time when the specie would vanish. Up in the 

Chu Zong Zong camp I had a conversation about the survival of the yartsa gunbu population with 

Dorje and some of the harvesters. They had experienced a decline of the quantity of yartsa gunbu 

the last decade, because of increased human interference and over-exploitation. One of the 

experienced harvesters in Larza told me: 
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The main reason for the decline of yartsa gunbu population is that people have discovered the unique value of 

the specie. This “discovery” has created two practice forms that is problematic for the reproduction of the 

yartsa gunbu. Firstly, a lot of the harvesters are inexperienced. They do not know how to collect the species. I 

have seen groups of collectors who have systematically been digging up soil in the areas where they knew 

yartsa gunbu appears. They found both the living catepillar larvae, but also the mummified yartsa gunbu. They 

only kept the mummified yartsa gunbu and left the living caterpillar to die on the surface. The living 

caterpillars are important for the reproduction of the population. Secondly, there are simply just to many 

harvesters. For example when a harvester discovers a yartsa gunbu, we must dig up the ground around the 

larvae with our small pick axes in order not to damage the larvae. The value of a piece will drastically be 

reduced if it becomes broken. This practice of collecting yartsa gunbu ruins the natural habitat to the 

caterpillars in the soil.  

 

I did not observe practices from the first explanation, but the second explanation seems rational and 

in accordance with both my data and observations. I followed the harvesters on their search (during 

the season) for one month. It was not difficult to observe the human pressure on the caterpillars’ 

ecosystem. Another way to observe the decline of the yartsa gunbu population could be seen in the 

human activities. Several people told me that in this season there were remarkably few collectors 

compared with the previous years. According to the local gamescout’s experience from the previous 

seasons, last year (2010) stood out as a record high year in the total number of harvesters. Compare 

to this year, the number of harvesters has decreased dramatically. So, why has the number of 

harvesters declined so drastically in just one year? I did not found one singular explanation, but 

several narratives in play at the same time. I met one trekker from Europe that was followed by one 

guide and one carrier. The carrier - who was from Jumla, a district next to Dolpo, told me:  

 
Last year I took up a loan to buy equipment and other necessitities to harvest yartsa gunbu that grows far into 

the Himalayas. There were so many people and so little yartsa gunbu. I found only a small quantity of yartsa 

gunbu, but this was not enough to cover my expenses. Many other harvesters also got themselves to have debt. 

For example, I had to sell a small piece of my land in order to finance my loan. This is why I have chosen to 

work with tourism instead of trying my have luck with yartsa gunbu. Tourism is safer.   

 

The consequence that many collectors experienced last year was due to a combination of record 

high activity in harvesting and supposedly decreases in the quantity of yartsa gunbu. Many of the 

collectors experienced deficit and impacted negatively on their private economy. Firstly, this indicat 

of the fact that there currently is a high economic risk involved in this activity. Secondly, the 

decline of the species population combined with the economic risk, can explain why so few 

harvesters sought their fortune this year compared to the previous years.  
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In spite of the risk, those who arrived this season continued to be optimistic that this year’s harvest 

season would be better than last year. Most of the harvesters I spoke with were farmers by 

occupation. Why didn’t they just stay home rather than taking the economic risk to travel far into 

the Himalayas to search for yartsa gunbu? The answer was always the same. The wages that one 

can extract from a yartsa gunbu season are many times higher than any merit from ordinary work 

could provide in their home district. For example, one mushroom picker in a good season would 

earn a minimum of 60 000 Nepalese rupees. I was told that a public school teacher earns 

approximately 6000 to 8000 Nepalese rupees per month. I am not sure what a farmers yearly wage 

would be, but most likely it is less than 60 000 Nepalese rupees per month. When one compares a 

harvester’s merit with the salary a teacher in public school earns, peoples’ motivation for 

abandoning their homes in order to search for the previous norbu becomes clear. In conclusion, the 

possibility of luck and the economic fortune from the harvest provided the motivation people 

needed to ignore the involved risk. However, the main reason why so few harvesters had arrived 

this season can be explained with the decline in the yartsa gunbu population that several harvesters 

experienced in the previous year. It is no doubt that the dominant narrative is one that describes the 

species’ decline by increasing level of human pressure on its ecosystem, leading to over-

exploitation. Dawa made an interesting observation last year on the climatic condition that could 

contradict with this narrative. He told me: 

 
The mushroom appears on the ground usually within a week after the snow has melted from the alpine grass. 

What is common is that the snow melts away gradually away. If the snow melts gradually, then the season will 

also last longer. Last year, we experienced a very hot season and all the snowmelts happened at once and the 

season was very short. This explains why so many experienced a bad season.  

 

If the quantity was the same last year, then the dominant narrative is based on wrong conclusions. 

Perhaps only a few of the harvesters collected most of the yartsa gunbu last year, benefitting from  

rapid snow melt. It might be that most of the harvesters were unable to take advantage of the 

changes in climatic conditions.  In one of the camera interviews I did in one of the Saldang peoples’ 

tent north of Lartza with an experienced harvester who had been searching yartsa gunbu since it 

became legal in Nepal in Pheri Kapuwa, told me that the quantity of yartsa gunbu to be found this 

season was the same as in the previous seasons. His narrative seems to correlate with the climatic 

explanation.  
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Summary 
The yartsa gunbu practices within SPNP are related to two interlocking process of 

commodification. First, they relate to an increasingly invasive capitalist market, and second, it is “in 

conjunction with the conservation-as-development project” (Paige 2006:preface). Neo-liberal 

economies are characterized by a lack of interference from the state or other transnational organs 

for the regulation of market failure (Hart et al. 2010). A market failure in this case would be an 

over-exploitation of yartsa gunbu. The harvest policy in SPNP seems to be of a neo-liberal 

character. The harvesters are not forced to pay tax from their income from yartsa gunbu collection. 

The only restrictions in place are the requirement to buy a harvesting licence and the restriction to 

harvest from only one of the harvest zones in the park. SPNP is also in lack of staff (see details on 

page 51), and they cannot manage to control the different zones by patrolling them regularly. The 

development in commercial harvesting practices in SPNP is strongly related to the ascending 

demand for medicinal plants from China, which in turn can be related to the ways that national and 

international pharmaceutical governance regimes may shape and alter transformation processes in 

local social practices. This chapter has shown that this transformation leads to establishment of new 

social relations and new meaning toward nature, such as natural medicine plants takes the form as 

commodities, but also re-create or re-vitalize social relations such as netsang relations. The netsang 

relation cannot be explained purely on the classical economic assumption that individual does only 

seek to maximize their economic outcome, but rather based on old social values in order to manage 

the limitation of the environmental conditions. People in this region have experienced huge 

transformation before, such as the closure of the trans-Himalayan border in 1959 and other 

environmental stresses, that lives in their social memory (see the discussion on social memories in 

chapter six), so one cannot simply rely on unlimited economic growth in an endless future. This 

could perhaps explain part of the background to the peoples anxiety, that has been expressed of the 

decline of the yartsa gunbu plant, by many actors in this context. My data shows ambivalent 

tendencies towards the view that Bauer promotes, stating that the “yartsa gunbu” specie is not over-

harvested. Instead this chapter have shown that multiple narratives exist of the same phenomena; 

some of them even contradictory in conclusion. The next chapter will frame the natural resource 

management to different actors economic morality on natural resource use. In relation to what have 

been discussed in this chapter, a focus on morality can discover the functional quality of the 

existing management regime.  
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Chapter four: The economic morality of 
natural resource use. 
 

Introduction       
The aim of this chapter is to take a closer look at the villagers’ morality towards natural resource 

use in relation to the parks co-management structure. For our purposes, the term ‘morality’ in this 

instance refers to the villagers moral expressions as actualized through economic activities 

pertaining to their use of natural resources. The relevant co-management structure is made up by a 

specific set of rules and regulations that intends to serve the conservation-as-development 

discourse. This discourse is described as a relation of exchange between the local community and 

the state. While the philosophical school known as normative ethic judge whether peoples’ actions 

are wrong or not. Descriptive ethic on the other hand attempts to present a description of peoples’ 

morality without making one owns judgements at the same time. In anthropology, the two types of 

ethics can be differentiated between through the categories ethno-centrism and cultural relativism. 

In ethno-centrism one make judgment on other people’s actions from one’s own cultural values 

(norms and rules), while from a cultural relativistic stance, one try to judge other peoples action 

from their own cultural value system. The goal here is to be as descriptive as possible; even that 

goal is impossible, since one cannot leave out the researcher own background in any of the 

descriptions.  

 

In this chapter I will present three different cases that can all be related to the villagers’ morality. 

The first case is drawn from a conversation with one of the park’s gamescouts about the villagers 

morality. The two following cases are morality related to practice. The first case of these two is 

based from my observations of a community meeting in which different stakeholders took part in 

discussing the penalty outcomes of arrested harvesters. The second case describes a community 

work situation in which the villagers gathered to repair a bridge. What makes the two last cases 

distinct is the focus on different natural resources. The first is related to yartsa gunbu, while the 

second is related to forest. More importantly is that the two cases represent different spheres of 

moralities. The first case is related to “with money, and large-scale operation” (Gezelius  

2004:615), while the second case is related to “subsistence and small-scale operation” (ibid.:615).    
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Hopefully, the cases will make the power relations between the residents and the park authorities in 

Phoksumdo more apparent. The question of morality “has been previously addressed in a few 

surveys, most of which are based on the methodological individualism of neoclassical economics, 

assuming that the significant processes take place within the minds of single individuals” 

(ibid.:615). The strength of anthropological methods is the way the researcher is capable of 

distinguishing between two types of data: One must differentiate between what people say and what 

people actually do. In this way, one can set apart the ideals from the realities (what people actually 

do) in the society.  

 

Meeting with a gamescout.    
One early morning in mid-May, one of the gamescouts based in Tsho came to visit my assistant and 

me. We sat around the stove drinking Zoltcha, which Nyima had made earlier. Dawa and Nyima 

had just left the house to work at theirs plots to set potatoes. The gamescout, my assistant and I was 

alone in the house and could converse in private. The social place in the house is in the kitchen 

surrounding the stove. I placed extra firewood in the stove just to make the place cosier and to keep 

the tea warm. We had spoken with the gamescout before, but then only quickly and cursory. Most 

of our conversation concerned the conservation policies within Phoksumdo. The gamescout brought 

up many concerns regarding this issue. His possibly biggest worry was the shorage of staf within 

the SPNP. He said: “Only 17 of 42 positions in the park are manned. The park is large and we do 

not manage to patrol all the space within the park”. In relation to the previous chapter, one can 

understand that the park authorities’ finds it difficult to enforce the law when short of staff. The 

gamescout argues that the lack of manpower is due to the state’s insufficient capital to fund the 

necessary positions as well as low state wages, in addition to the fact that many recent 

replacements. It is possible that the causal explanation underpinning the arguments is different to 

the one mentioned by the gamescout. The park's lack of personnel can also be understood as the 

result of the inhabitants’ co-responsibility for law enforcement, provided trough the co-management 

discourse. This seems to me to be a more plausible explanation for the parks lack of staff within a 

shared management regime, than the many excuses provided by me by the gamescout. The next 

issue in this chapter refers to a situation where the villagers and the park personnel collaborate, but 

there is also some discontent involved. The gamescout went on to talk about the different zones that 

exist within the space of the village: 
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The BZA only includes the agricultural fields. The other areas such as the forests and rangelands are not in 

control of the villager’s. These are categorised as the core zones. For example in the forest zones, the villager’s 

are only allowed to collect dead firewood to cook and they can only use rangelands such as grazing areas for 

their livestock. To these practices there are no restrictions, but if they want to cut timber to for example build a 

new house or repair a bridge, they must first apply courtesy from the SPNPs Headquarter down in Suligad. 

 

 I did not want to correct him on the fact that it is the core zones in Phoksumdo VDC is actually part 

of the BZA, because this divergence could be related to some linguistic miscommunications 

between us. The more interesting topic the gamescout brought up was his concern about the 

villagers lack of morality. This had not always been the situation, according to him. He explain to 

me:  

 
The period after the park was established in 1984 up to the intervention of the Maoists in Dolpo, the villagers 

had good moral. The villagers can collect dead firewood in the forest zones and if they need timber, they have 

to apply for permission to do so at the main office in Suligad. The forest around the village used to be dense 

and well protected in the period after 1984. In that time the people used to obey the park’s rules and 

regulations. The villager’s convert in morality happened during the Maoist invention. The Maoist movement 

had strong foothold in Dolpo and people here were strongly influenced by their political ideas. There was lack 

of restrictions under the Maoists. The forest resources became more freely available and the villagers did not 

have to apply to cut timber from Suligad. The effect was that more timber was cleared and the forest lost its 

denseness. This is why the forests around the village are more open and have fewer trees than in the past. Also 

after the Maoist intervention, the attitude of the local people has changed regarding felling timber. When a 

villager is approved for a permission to fell timber today, he will most likely cut down more than first granted.  

 

The two next cases will describe the residents’ actual actions or practices that is related to morality. 

The next case describes a situation in which 13 people was arrested for illegal harvesting of yartsa 

gunbu before the season had started. The last case relates to a situation where all the residents 

together participated in community work to repair a bridge.  

 

The thirteen arrested.    
During a dinner one night about two weeks before the yartsa gunbu season Dawa told me:  

 
Today there are mushroom thieves here in the village (that are from lower part of Dolpo or from an other 

district). This is Phoksumdo VDC and they don’t pay. A harvester might earn as much as 60-70,000 rupees 

and even more in just one season, and none of this money is left in our community if a person doesn’t follow 

the rules and regulations. It is not good.  
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After dinner Dawa and I go outside on the roof. We are equipped with a flashlight each. Suddenly 

he notices a person in the distance, also carrying a flashlight. The person we observe arrives from 

the hill behind the house and heads toward the village. Beyond the hill and up in the high mountain 

there are meadows where yartsa gunbu grows. We turn off our flashlights to not be spotted. Dawa 

says: “I think this man is a mushroom thief”. Dawa leaves the roof to investigate and I notice that 

he is furious. Whether the man we observed was an illegal mushroom harvester or not, I will 

probably never know. But I did notice the emotional tensions expressed by Dawa most likely 

connected to the great sums of money that illegal harvests benefit from. The economic benefits can 

be very high for individuals who choose to violate the regulation in order to be the first to harvest 

from the virgin yartsa gunbu fields can be very high. On the contrary, those who follow the 

regulation and wait to harvest at the moment the season officially begun, do not have equal 

opportunity to harvest the untouched fields of yartsa gunbu when others illegally violate the very 

same regulation. This situation is known as the zero-sum theory. In this theory, the contest over 

scarce resources between different actors is central. If one gets a piece of a cake, it means the other 

stakeholders involved in the game will loose that piece. The local residents will also lose money 

from the local trade that described in the previous chapter. Another consequence of illegal harvest 

could be a demotivation factor to others, because illegal activity signal that most of the cake is eaten 

before the season start, so why then bother about the economic risk involved in the harvest. And 

last, since those who harvest illegally disobey the regulations of the park, it is less likely that they 

pay the harvest license as well. Consequently, the Phoksumdo VDC and SPNP loose income from 

the harvest licence fee.  

 

Dawa did not return home that night. Instead, he joined a group consisting of three gamescouts and 

ten soldiers altogether. This group went up to Pheri Kapuwa to search for illegal harvesters. Kemba 

is with the team because he knows the area since his childhood and serves as a scout. After two 

days they return with thirteen arrestees, due to illegal harvesting. The arrested harvesters are put in 

custody in the administration building and can only be kept in custody for a maximum of two days 

in the village. After two days they will be transferred to Suligad. What happened next will follow 

below.  

 

The buffer zone committee: A case of decision-making. 
Pheri Kapuwa is within the administrative area of Phoksumdo VDC and the management provisions 

follow the BZA. The BZC in Phoksumdo have not treated a similar case before, because the co-
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management system is a new type of regime. The BZC must make a quick decision before the 

custody period of the ones arrested ends. The arrested rule-breakers were people the local residents 

knew from the previous seasons. Most of them were outsiders, but some of them were also from 

Phoksumdo. The fact that some of them were local residents made the case even more sensitive to 

many of the local actors and complicated the process more than it normally would. The 

communities in Phoksumdo are thoroughly connected through kinship affiliations (Kind 2002). 

Dawa told me that the arrested had been harvesting illegally for many years. The BZC is for the 

first time in a position in which they must decide upon an adequate punishment for the 

detainees. The different stakeholders involved in the decision-making agree that the punishment the 

BZC now imposed ideally should have a future preventative and disciplinary effect. The residents 

wish to demonstrate that they possess control over their land and can enforce power if someone 

violates locally accepted rules and regulations of the park.  

 

The same day the group arrives to the village with the arrested persons, the members of the BZC are 

summoned. The following day, the BZC have gathered at a public meeting where the different 

stakeholders in the community have been invited to discuss the situation and to make proposals. 

About 60 persons attended the meeting that took place at an outdoor square between of some 

houses in the village. The different stakeholders who participate are the nine BZC members, the 

army outpost lieutenant followed by two lower ranked soldiers, and three of the gamescout 

stationed in Tsho. The others participants are local residents. Out of these are also several 

stakeholders. One of them is the village leader. He is not part of the BZC, but has a central voice. 

Other actors are two local organisations formed by WWF Nepal in the late 1990s; one of the 

organisations are the Sister Group, which was established in order to give voice to the “muted” 

women, and the second organisation, named the Eco-Club, is meant to engage more the residents 

with environmental issues. I am not sure how many members there are in each of the organisations. 

I only met one representative in each of them, so it could also be a single entity. Most of the local 

residents who participated were men. The custom is that each household can send one 

representative to join public meetings. In most of the cases a household would choose a man for this 

task. Bina Agarawal (2001) found the same tendency within common forest institutions both in 

India and Nepal. None of the village’s Lamas participated. I am not sure of the reason, but I assume 

it is because they are not involved in the commercial harvest activity, hence they are not seen as 

relevant stakeholders. The external harvesters that were present in the village was not allowed to 

enter the meeting area. The villagers did not see me as any threat to the hearing. I could sit in the 

square and freely observe the discussion unfold. I first expected the hearing to be in using the local 
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Tibetan language, but since external stakeholders were involved as well, the discussion was held in 

Nepali instead. Before the meeting the gamescouts had informed the park’s Headquarter down in 

Suligad about the arrested people. The parks Warden encouraged the BZC to transfer the ones in 

custody to them. He argued that the park’s highest authorities were the most competent to decide 

upon an appropriate punishment that would also have the desired preventative effect. I understood 

that much of the public discussion pertained to dispute among the stakeholders on the two different 

options possible; should Phoksumdo BZC punish the arrested men, or should they be transferred to 

Suligad and let the park’s authorities decide the outcome? After a whole day with discussions, the 

BZC decided to submit to the Warden’s request.  

 

After the meeting I spoke with Dawa and asked him about his personal thoughts of the outcome.  

Because of his position as the leader of Eco-Club, he felt that his voice had not been sufficiently 

heard. “I am the President of the Eco-Club, but my voice does not count. I will terminate my 

membership in the Eco-Club”. As already mentioned, it was external agencies such as the WWF’s 

idea to establish the Eco-Club. The idealistic intention was that the Eco-Club should have a strong 

voice in decision-making processes that concerning ecological matters. The frustration that Dawa 

displayed after the meeting can be interpreted as a sign that this ideal is not employed, and the 

organisation would like to have a stronger voice. WWF intended ideal for the organisation’s 

position in the community has planted an expectation in Dawa that in this incident was not applied. 

The ideals did not match with the realities. Another factor of his disappointment was a matter of 

economy and a lack of recognition for his voluntary involvement in the case. He explains: “Why 

should we send them to Suligad. Now only the park’s authorities will benefit economically from 

this. We should decide the nature of penalty here, because then the Phoksumdo VDC would benefit 

more economically”. Dawa, who came along with the team who arrested the illegal harvesters, feels 

now that the community does not get the deserved reward from their collaboration with the parks 

agents.  

 

I also had a conversation about the case with the previous President of the BZC. He held this 

position for five years, until he stepped down in 2010, because of the hard work load involved. He 

told me that this was not the first time BZC made decisions, but it was the first time the BZC have 

faced such a difficult case. I asked him why the BZC followed the Wardens request. He proposed 

several reasons:  
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Firstly, the current BZC members are young and inexperienced. Secondly, they haven’t received any 

management training courses, which should have been arranged by the parks authorities. The third explanation 

is geographical. Besides Tsho, the BZC members also come from other villages in Phoksumdo and it takes 

time to summon them. In this case the time limit to arrive upon a decision was short, because of the short 

period the army was allowed to keep the arrested ones in custody in the village. Lastly, the gamescouts 

informed the parks authorities in Suligad who encouraged the BZC to send the arrested to them. This was not a 

direct overruling of the BZC, but it strongly influenced their decision.  

 

I noticed that the BZC members had to ask help from the gamescouts to write a formal letter. The 

content of the letter was to give their details of the case and to convey their proposals to the parks’ 

authorities of what they regard an appropriate penalty. This example shows that there are problems 

involved when a state-led bureaucratic organisation is imposed the impsing of state in a country 

with high levels of illiteracy and low education. The ideal of the shared management principle in 

the BZA does not take into account that the local community members most likely lack of 

knowledge of how the bureaucratic system works. The lack of such knowledge contributes to an 

unjust and asymmetric power relationship; where the state gains more influence than the villager’s.   

 

I spoke with the village leader about the case. He is not part of the BZC, but he has a strong voice in 

the community. He was aware of that someone in the village thought that the BZC was overruled by 

the Warden’s request. He did not agree with the others’ opinion and thought the Warden’s proposal 

offered would be the best outcome of the case. “The park’s authorities are in a better position to 

come up with a penalty with a more preventative effect, than if the Phoksumdo BZC had made the 

decision. Here they will be in custody until the season is over. This will send a stronger message to 

other harvesters to not violate our regulations”. The village leader could inform me of another 

motif that the BZC based their decision upon. He told me: “In the previous years, the illegal 

harvesters have made threats of vengeance in the case that the villagers would inform the 

authorities of their illegal activities”. This is explanatory of why the residents have not dealt with 

the illegal harvesters earlier. To use threats of vengeance is what in social science is often referred 

to as “informal social control” (Gezelius 2004:623).  

 

I have shown in this case that illegal harvest of yartsa gunbu is a question of morality. My 

observation signifies that the villager’s morality corresponds with the large-scale morality sphere 

outlined in the introduction of this chapter. In this case, the asymmetric power relations between the 

residents and the park authorities became more apparent. Even the disputes among the different 

stakeholders at the community meeting, there was a strong coherence among the villagers that the 
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arrested men should be punished, and that the punishment should ideally have a future preventative 

and disciplinary effect. In the next case I describes another sphere of morality that is related to 

subsistence and small-scale operation. 

 

Voluntary community work      
I write in my journey:  

 
The sun shines bright and it's a hot day in early May. The army and the park personnel had not yet arrived to 

their outposts in Tsho. Nyima and Ngawang did some of their daily activities such as to lay out beans to sun-

dry on the roof, and later they stone-ground the beans using their arm power. Dorje climbs up on the roof and 

shouts out loud to summon the villagers to participate in voluntary community work.  

 

There are two bridges crossing the 

river and the nearest to the village 

needs maintenance. Both bridges are 

important to the village infrastructure. 

The bridges connect the village to the 

monastery, plots, forest areas and 

pastoral land on the other side of the 

river. The nearest bridge is the most 

important connection point. If this 

bridge is destroyed in the next flood, 

the villagers must spend much of their 

valuable time to reach the other side of the river by using the other bridge. The task is to replace a 

stonewall that collapsed during a flood last year. The new wall should be approximately three feet 

into the river from the shore and five feet tall. To make the wall strong, the villagers had to fill the 

gap with stones. Only human labour can access in this place, and the task needed contribution from 

all available manpower. Even the youngest and the oldest residents who were too weak physically 

to carry stones, participated by sweeping the track between the village and the bridge. The new wall 

was needed to support a pole that is part of the skeleton of the bridge, as well as to divert the flood 

away from it. In the early afternoon, most of the villagers would gather next to the bridge. The 

number of participants involved totalled approximately forty people. The group consisted of equal 

numbers between the gender and all age cohorts were represented. Before the work began, some of 

the guys discussed how to construct the new wall. The women sat together on the hillside. In other 
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events in the community I had consequently observed this apparent gendered division between men 

and women. For example, in the public ceremonies the men always clustered apart from the 

women. The men sat on the right hand side and the women on the left. When work was to start, 

tasks were distributed following gendered categories. The men assigned three tasks among 

themselves; one group dug up large stones from the hillside with help of a crowbar; another group 

was responsible for the construction of the new stonewall; and the last group - who consisted only 

two or three men - did not take part in any physical tasks. These men overlooked the work process 

and communicated the types of material needed y the men constructing the wall to the other 

workers. These men resembled their position, authority and power in the community by their 

performance. One of these men was the village leader. All the women and few of the elderly men 

were tasked with carrying large stones to the construction site. This work task was definitely the 

hardest work task to endure.  

 

The technique used by the villagers to make the stonewall strong and solid, was to place several big 

lumbers between the layer of stones. To get hold on lumbers, the villagers cut down big trees 

nearby the bridge, as well in the Queen forest. The villagers fell seven trees in total. In order to be 

allowed to cut timber within SPNP, the formal practice followed is to apply permission from the 

park authorities17. Still, the trees that were cut down during the community work had not been 

applied for. What this case illustrates is that the villagers disregarded the parks’ regulations when it 

is a necessity to repair the bridge. Small morality spheres is recognized by more corporation and 

unity when that is compared with the large morality sphere - where competition between the 

stakeholders is more likely to be the norm. Next, I will describe a social form of communication 

that connect different individuals to take form as a unity.   

 

The villagers communicated several several jokes among themselves during the event. For example, 

I helped to carry some of the heavy timber from the forest to the construction site. Because of the 

‘timbers’ weight, six men were required to manage to lift one piece. While we were carrying one of 

the timbers towards the bridge, one of the men made a joke: “We should ask permission from the 

national park to cut timber”. This was a punch line that made the other men laughing. The punch 

line was not only aimed at the men who carried the timber, because all the villagers took part in in 

the community work, the joke applied to the whole community.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 See chapter six for more details of forest resource use. 
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“Laughter binds people together. To break out in laughter at the same time, being able to tell a joke that people 

laugh at, or to understand the humorous meaning in others irony is about mastering common cultural codes. 

Humor thus possess a strong potential for social integration, but also for social exclusion and hierarchization” 

(Lien 2001:70, my translation). 

 

The joke that was made gave an expression of who belonged to the ‘in-group’, or the so called 

rightful stewards of the forest, and who have the ownership in this area. The ‘out-group’ in this 

setting is of course the park’s authorities. The joke resembles the ethnic boundary (Barth 1969), 

which is a social and meaningful construction, a construction that is a reality and relevant in peoples 

worldview. When the need to fell timber is seen as a vital communal need among the villagers - as 

shown in this case - the park’s regulation does not imply to the residents’ morale. The small punch 

line that got all of the six men breaking out in laughter, tell us about the existence of a unity in the 

community, which characterises a small-scale morality sphere, and that becomes cultural relevant in 

specific situations only.   

 

Summary 
The three cases presented in this chapter show that management systems could not work perfectly 

because; “those being controlled have both agency and understanding and thus can always find 

ways to evade or resist” (Ortner 2006:5). In the last case in which a united community chose to 

disregard the parks regulations, one can conclude that some form of local resistance towards 

subjugating to the parks resource management restrictions. The fact that the bridge was repaired a 

community effort indicates that climatic and environmental conditions, and technological 

limitations as well, in this context pressure the residents towards a kind of social symbiosis 

(cohabitation or mutual dependence);, no matter  how much they differentiate in wealth and power 

(competition; interest conflict or competition for the same resources) in order to collaborate for 

survival. The anthropologist James Fisher (1986:176-7) writes from his studies in Tichurong area of 

Dolpo: “Despite the internal cleavages of wealth, status, and power, interpersonal relations in the 

village are pervaded by an aura of diffuse reciprocity…The most obvious example…is the 

phenomenon of cooperative labor”. Interestingly Fisher (1986:177) also writes: “The key word here 

is ideology, for at the level of manifest behaviour, there are obviously tremendous differences in 

wealth and status and power”. One thing that at least is clear, is that the social scientist Stig S. 

Gezelius  (2004) notion of two spheres of morality, can be applied in this context. The local small-

scale morality sphere indicates more cooperation, but also a sphere in which the park’s rules and 

regulations are not applied by the villagers’. In the large-scale morality sphere however, there exist 
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more competition between the different stakeholders and it seems that it in this zero-sum game is 

more relevant to follow the regulations implied. 

 

At the community meeting it appeared that to outline the various stakeholders’ different opinions 

was a central feature of the gathering. When I traced some of the stakeholder’s networks and 

positions, interference from both state and international agencies quickly became apparent. The 

various interests among the different stakeholders are connected to the influences derived from 

these networks, which themselves have their own agendas or interests. A focus on external 

influences in the local community may explain some of the expectations that prevailed among the 

different local stakeholders, in relation to the BZC decision. It seems that the Win-win discourse 

type (see table; pg. 7) gets a stronger foothold among the different community members, while at 

the same time, power relations between the state and the local community appears unclear or 

unresolved. I would argue that the state is still the dominant agent, but it is more difficult to make 

notice of external actors’ domination in the local community within the co-management regime. I 

would also agree with the gamescouts notion that a change has occurred in the villagers’ morality, 

but that cannot be fully explained by “bad” influence from the Maoist. Instead, I believe that an 

investigation of the ways that the conservation-as-development discourse have contributed to a 

transformation of cultural forms and social relations in this context, will more successfully explain 

this change. I would like to argue that the Win-win discourse has increased diffusion among the 

villagers in relation to what to expect from state authorities, and to development outcomes. James 

Fisher (1986) assumed that there existed one ideology that forced the different community members 

to cooperate, in spite of possibly large differences in wealth and power within the community. It 

seems to me that Fisher attempts to give a comprehensive explanation of the reasons why the 

community does not split apart, but continue to exist, and finds the term ‘one ideology’ to be a main 

factor in explaining the relationship between peoples’ attitudes and actions. His argument resembles 

the way earlier cultural ecologists would explain the functional relation between societies and 

ecosystems (see the discussion on page 19). However, I also found oppositional relations between 

competition and cooperation, but rather than saying that there is one ideology that holds the small 

community together, I would instead search for explanations in “seeking out diversity” (Barth 

1999:82). In this chapter, I focused on the oppositions between different stakeholders and tried to 

seek out diversity between them. My conclusion is only that I doubt that Fishers ideology is valid in 

Tsho today, because in my case studies, I found other more apparent social phenomena; such as 

competition, power-games and diffusions. It seems that the Win-win discourse here has created new 

and undefined boundaries of power between the residents (locally) and between the residents and 
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the park authorities (regionally). In turn, these boundaries are influenced by global (trans-national 

networks) governance and agencies. I suggest that the local community is developing in a direction 

in which more competition becomes increasingly apparent, rather than that cultural practices reflect 

symbiosis. This is because the new market - with the evolvement of a monetary economy in the 

local community - makes the residents less dependent on satisfying their needs by means of 

cooperation. In the bridge maintenance case, the community members chose to cooperate to get 

access to agricultural products, because the products in concern have a low market value, even 

though they are still substantial for survival in the present time. While natural resources, such as 

wild growing medicine plants, have a high market value -this can explain the different morality 

spheres between the natural products. This evolvement is not something that I would explain by 

regarding human nature as “ driven by desires”, but that the new money market, which is described 

in the previous chapter, is “a creation of government and has always remained so” (Graeber 

2001:10). My conclusion is inspired by the work of the economist Karl Polanyi, which in his book 

The Great Transformation (2001 [1944]), shows how the state created new institutions; “such as 

private property, national currencies, legal contracts, credit markets…in eighteenth and nineteenth 

century England” (Graeber 2001:10). These forced people to deal with the new economic 

circumstances, or, “of what we now refer to as ‘the market’”. (ibid.:10) Not so unlike what follows, 

the conservation-as-development approaches evident in, for example, the need to diversify the 

landscape in different zones with their own (market) objectives. The two spheres of morality 

described in this chapter, must be understood in terms of social power constructions rather than by 

the significant processes that “take place within the minds of single individuals” (ibid.:615).  
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Chapter five: Tourism, images, places and 
nature. 
 

“Who controls the images of Dolpo’s culture, ecology, and landscape [?]” (Bauer 2004:169). 

 

Introduction 
The core focus in this chapter is the relationship between tourism and natural resources 

management in SPNP. I wondered for example how ordinary tourists in Nepal become eco-tourists 

when they enter the park’s border. In this chapter, the conservation-as-development discourse that 

Paige West has outlined appear as an important component to understand the relations between the 

villagers in Tsho and the external agencies that are involved in the tourist industry both directly and 

indirectly in this context. I will look at some approaches on how external agents such as tourist 

agencies, state agencies and other global agencies influences and transforms specific places and 

practices in the local community? To elucidate on this, it is important to take a closer look at what 

local residents’ expectations in return from the tourist industry; today and in the future. The future 

visions the villagers possess, are in this representation partly created and influenced by the 

conservation-as-development discourse. When the aim in this chapter is to look at the relationship 

between tourism and natural resource use in SPNP, or more specifically, in the case of Tsho, the 

interest is to investigate both the positive and the negative consequences that tourism may have on 

nature. Perhaps more important is to question in what way tourism affects local perceptions on 

nature. The main question in this chapter is: does tourism in SPNP cause unintended consequences 

derived from human activities on the nature?  

!

Image-making and place-making 
In order to investigate the possible unintended consequences that tourism related human activities 

may have on the nature, this chapter will look at the interrelation between the image-making of 

SPNP, and at place-making of and in SPNP. And will in addition reflect upon these complementary 

relationships with the conservation-as-development discourse. First we need to define place.  

 
”In anthropology, sense of place is not individual but cultural; it occurs at the level of discourse rather than 

individual thought or emotion…places are locales of intense emotional attachment, thick with meaning and 

memory, shaped by both local and translocal phenomena; they possess the ´power to direct and stabilize us, to 
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memorialize and identify us, to tell us who and what we are in terms of where we are (as well as were we are 

not)” (Thomas 2002:368, quoting in part Casey 1993)…increasingly…focus [is] on how place was created and 

contested, and how it is linked to state or global sources of power”. (Dove&Carpender 2008:53).  

 

Here, the place is understood as something that is shaped by power. To Foucault (1979), discourses 

were interconnected with power. Foucault investigated how people’s behaviour is disciplined and 

the ways in which we communicate (in) the world we live in. In brief, the images of specific places 

affect the human practices in these places. Human practices are closely related to cultural and 

natural objects. The ways that objects are imagined may influence people’s own relationship to 

these objects. Building on Foucault’s theory, one may can argue that a discourse is closely 

connected to peoples’ resource-use practices, so that changes in the dominant discourse can be 

observed both through changes in statements, as well as through observations of peoples actual 

practices: 

 
Humans “have the capacity to relate with the environment through image-making. This form of external 

adaptation rests on the ability to symbolically represent the physical world as a cognitive map” (Maida 

2011:4). 

 

Image-making is about how specific places are communicated through illustrations such as maps, 

pictures and text, and can such give us some indications of people’s perceptions of places. The 

ability to imagine is an aspect of human communication and can therefore be connected to norms; 

rules; practices, and; subjectivity. The complex relations between these components allows for the 

construction of meaningful places. In other words: Place-making happens through practices, which 

in turn are motivated by images. In the first place, images are created by other practices. A practice 

theoretical approach is here seen as a position between the materialist and idealist reasoning in 

political ecology.   

 

Tourism enters SPNP 
Since Nepal opened its national borders to foreigners in the 1950s, tourism has steadily increased. 

This is especially noticeable after Nepal became known to the world after Sir Edmund Hillary and 

his Sherpa assistant Tenzing Norgay in 1953 became the first humans to climb Mt. Everest. Still, 

decades after this period, Dolpo was out of sight from the tourist industry. Only by the end of 1990s 

did tourists first begin to enter the SPNP in larger quantities. With the conservation-as-development 

discourse in SPNP today, which focuses both on economic development and on conservation of 

biodiversity, tourism seems to be the glue to manage both ideals. 
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“The main objective of tourism management in the SPNP is to develop and improve tourism infrastructures, 

conduct and sustain tourism activities and facilities in the park. In terms of developing sustainable eco-tourism, 

park need to develop tourism action plan with encouraging local people in ways to promote new tourism 

development initiatives in their villages providing better services for tourists” (SPNP Management Plan for 

2006-10:42). 

 

At least two factors in play may have influenced increasing global attention towards SPNP in the 

1990s. Perhaps the most influential moment was in 1999, when the French movie producer Eric 

Valli launched the Oscar nominated movie Himalaya. The release became the most successful 

movie made in Nepal on the international arena. This thesis will here describe the story of the 

movie and give some indication of its representation of Dolpo. The second reason is related to geo-

political changes in the region the last decades.  

 

Dolpo becomes a global image. 
The movie ‘Himalaya’ was filmed in the Dolpo district, in the northwest part of the country, 

“primarily in Tarap and Tsharka Valleys, which lie outside Shey Phoksundo National Park” (Bauer 

2004:172). Today, when one enters the DNPWC Headquarter in Kathmandu, there is a poster of the 

movie hanging in the entrance hall that certainly draws one’s attention. On the poster is Thinle, one 

of the main characters in the movie who has also became famous in Nepal after its release. The 

theme raised in the movie is imagined to be from a local community in an upper part of Dolpo. 

Every year, they must bring a caravan through this area - across a high pass and over to the mid-

hills - to exchange their salt for grain. In the year that the film is set, Thinle - the village leader - is 

supposedly too old be leading the caravan. But a change occurs happens when Thinle’s son dies in 

an accident. His son’s best friend, Karma, then becomes the new young leader. The only problem is 

that Thinle seems suspicious and does not trust him. The winter is around the corner and Karma 

decides to leave, and breaks with the tradition stating that (one should not) it is inappropriate to 

leave before the religious experts in the village have completed their preceding ritual. The ritual’s 

outcome is to predict which departure date is thought to bring the most fortune and good luck. 

Thinle advises everybody in the village to follow his caravan, and not to give their salt to Karma. 

This will lead to a competition between these two characters, who are each leading their own 

caravan. The old men follow Thinle while Karma is followed by the young men. The topic bought 

up is a classic one, in that it concerns that ways that the new values are opposed to older values. In 
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the end, Karma proves his worthiness to Thinle, who in a dying moment gives his acceptance. The 

young man understands the old wisdom and the movie ends happily.  

 

Kenneth Bauer’s (2004) detailed and exciting analysis of the movie has in retrospect contributed to 

changing people’s image of Dolpo from one depicting a backward and remote place, to a place that 

becomes a central locus for global and national attention. Bauer notes that Dolpo suddenly “became 

a hotspot of ecotourism and biodiversity” (Bauer 2004:169). The scenes in the movie give an 

impressive picture of Dolpo’s nature, showing a place where men and animals work in harmony 

together in to survive the harsh climatic conditions. I remember one of the tourists I met in Tsho 

who stated that the people there live in harmony with their animals and nature. Bauer is especially 

critical of the way that the French director precludes modernity in the movie. One example is that 

all the characters were wearing traditional clothes, a phenomenon not so apparent in Dolpo today or 

at the time when the movie was made. The less aesthetic elements are not visible in the movie. In 

Dolpo, people wear jeans made in China and they use cellular phones bought in Kathmandu. Also, 

the movie does not show any other signs of modernity, such as posters in the landscape, or groups 

of tourists. In this way, the French director creates an image of Dolpo as a hidden ‘Shangri-la’, a 

misleadingly and romanticised western vision of Tibet (Lopez 1998). This representation tells us 

more about Valli’s own cultural background than of the local people living in Dolpo. A parallel 

theme is one that is problematized by Edward Said (1978) in his book “Orientalism”, namely 

‘ethnocentrism’. In this view, the other is valued as more primitive than ‘us’. The criticism directed 

by Bauer can seem very unfair towards Valli. The problem is that Valli himself has explained that 

he made the film as ‘real life documentary’, depicting life in Dolpo today. Anyway, one of the 

unintended consequence exerted by the the movie is that several tourist agencies was to discover 

Dolpo as a new domain for promoting their activities. What is apparent is that central powers such 

as DNPWC, foreign and tourist agencies, are able to dominate outsider’s images of Dolpo, creating 

deceptive notion of Dolpo as a place where culture seem to be static; as an untouched ancient 

culture surrounded by spectacular landscapes.  

 

A zone of conflict 
The second event that made the park a target for tourism is related to a specific regional geo-

political change. Dolpo had been closed for foreign tourism until the state opened it in 1996. Until 

this year, the area had been a national security zone since 1959. This was the year when the 

transnational border closed because of a riot outbreak in Tibet. Several Tibetan resistance fighters, 
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also known as Khampas, escaped Tibet and hid in the Himalayan border area. When H.H. Dalai 

Lama in exile changed his political approach towards China from demanding full independence for 

Tibet to a middle way solution in the 1990s, the loyal Tibetan resistance fighters ended their 

guerrilla activities in Tibet. Areas such as upper Dolpo could open up for foreign tourism. When 

Dolpo became more peaceful, the region got more national and global attention, but soon after the 

civil war in Nepal began in 1996 and Dolpo became a relatively dangerous place again. Between 

2000 and 2002, the Maoists launched several attacks on state facilities in Dolpo and basically took 

control of the area. The local shopkeepers in Tsho could tell me that than when the civil war ended 

in 2006, the increase of tourist flow increased drastically. The first local shopkeepers opened their 

stores for about 15 years and were directly related to tourism. These local shopkeepers started up 

their business in about the same period when WWF and UNESCO launched their big development 

projects in the area. Today the tourist sector is one of the main sources of capital income in Nepal. 

The Ministry of Tourism in Nepal declared 2011 to become targeted as the year of tourism. The 

idea with this international campaign was to attract more tourism to Nepal. The vision was extra 

needed capital to allow the country to fight poverty and to strengthen the infrastructures. The 

chapter has outlined how SPNP became targeted as a tourist destination and such as a place from 

being just part of the global space. The next chapter will relate the discussion on image-making and 

place-making to a more grounded level.  

 

Suligad 
In April 2011, my local assistant and I arrived at Juphal airport; the only airport in the district. We 

hiked for three days to reach Tsho from Juphal. From Juphal it took about 5-6 hours to walk along 

Thuli Bheri River, on a car-road under 

construction, to Dunai, the district 

Headquarters. Between these two 

places, on the other side on the river, is 

Suligad. Here Suli Gad River merges 

with Thuli Bheri River. A kilometre up 

Suli Gad River on the right hand side is 

SPNP’s Headquarter.     

 

To mark the park’s border in Suligad, 

the state agent’s have constructed a 
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triumph-entrance where it is written, “Welcome to Shey Phoksundo National Park & Bufferzone 

area”. At the roadside, two large posters explain the rules and restrictions for visitors to the park. 

Some of these are: 1) Keep valid trekking and park permit with you while trekking; 2) Don’t trek 

alone, hire a local guide; 3) Camp only at designated sites; 4) Respect local cultures; 5) Don’t light 

campfires: cook with kerosene.  I observed that these rules did not apply to native countrymen and 

these rules are therefore targeted towards tourists.  

 

After crossing the border, a large poster shows a map of the park. The map outlines the 

geographical borders of Dolpo and around this border are several photos of landscapes and 

archetypical signs of the local culture within the park. “Pictures and maps are conceptually linked, 

being two forms on a continuum of graphic communication” (Delano Smith 1994:1). The map 

outlines several possible trekking routes 

in different colours that indicate 

options. A map leaves out a lot of local 

place-names and history is conflated. 

Only a few names remain on the map. 

The local names and stories are more or 

less inaccessible to ordinary foreign 

tourists who swiftly travel through the 

landscape and only have brief contact 

with the locals. Under each photo is a 

small piece of text. For example, under 

a picture of a lake it is written 

Phoksundo Lake. The text specifies the name of the lake and one can indicate the place on the map. 

The combination of photos with captions on the poster and outlined trekking routes on the map, 

gives the visitor an instantaneous yet lasting impression of specific places in the landscape. This 

allows “people to visit and enjoy the region’s varied landscapes and leisure resources” (Cosgrove 

2005:48). It could also be argued that the images from the map carry “our mind beyond bodily 

confines” (Küchler 2008:110) when viewing the map, because it gives an immediate impression of 

a destination before the physical body has reached the place. One of the map's social influential 

powers and its function is to generate a structure of “tourist” mobility (Latour 1986).  

 
“Increasingly, writers are arguing that most maps are not made to help people find where they are going, but to 

show the lie, ownership and management of the land for the businesses and the governments that are thinking 
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of selling there, or working there. Maps, in practice, tell the ordinary traveller more of where they cannot go – 

where they have no right-of-way – than of there they can travel“ (Dorling & Fairbairn1997:68). 

 

It is no coincidence that all the routes go through selected sites such as Shey Gompa and 

Phoksumdo Lake. Suligad is a place where people enter and leave the park. The map, the boarders 

and the cultural arrangement of the landscape in Suligad are all components in the image-making of 

selected tourist destinations within the park. The argument is that this image-making influences 

people’s vision of where they can and cannot travel within SPNP. The destinations they pinpoint on 

the map, themselves become places in peoples images. The chapter will now continue to see how 

these images transform the actual practices in the places the map has outlined.  

 

Shey Gompa 
This section will simply show how the local residents cluster together in places where tourists are 

expected to arrive. One place of interest is Shey Gompa in the upper zone, where several villagers 

had set up various large tent-stores. During the yartsa gunbu season I went there with my assistant. 

From Lartza the journey took us seven hours on foot to reach Shey Gompa. We only stayed here 

until the next day. Shey Gompa is famous for its old Monastery and is one of the main targets in the 

landscape that tourists want to explore. At Shey Gompa there are several large tents clustered 

together by the main track at the entrance into the Monastery. The trail at this location passes 

through a valley; providing the residents with a natural funnelling point for tourists. As we arrived, 

a man invited us into his tent where he lived with his wife. Here we bought food and paid to stay 

one night. The man was eager to know if we had seen or heard of any groups of trekkers on the way 

up. I told him that there were rumours in Lartza about some Americans who were coming up this 

way. The locals were keen to get information about where tourists are moving in the landscape. 

Consequently, they organised their tent-stores in which the tourists were expected to camp. Shey 

Gompa is one of the main attractions of SPNP and it’s one of the places clearly marked on the map.  

 

Tsho        
Camp-site     
Each year, the high peak of tourism in Nepal begins when the monsoon season ends in September. 

During my fieldwork (April-July), I met few tourists or trekkers. Even though it was out of the main 
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tourist season, large groups18 of trekkers rarely passed through Tsho. A trek is generally understood 

as a long journey undertaken by foot, in areas where no other common means of transport is 

available. The first large group arrived towards the end of May and more groups appeared in July. 

These trekkers came from various countries in Europe, North America and Oceania. These groups 

can be categorised as “Westerners”. Three types of personnel come with an organised trek. These 

are: 1) a native Nepalese trekking guide, well versed in the English language, - these are usually 

East Nepalese and either ethnically Sherpa or Rai; 2) carriers to bring most of the equipment - some 

groups also use animal transport; and 3) cooks who know how to prepare Western dishes outdoors. 

The large trekking groups set up their camp next to the shores of Phoksumdo Lake and usually did 

not stay more than two days before they carried on further up into the park. 

 

All of the bigger groups were part of organised trekking packages one can arrange from 

Kathmandu. In the urban centre in Kathmandu, especially in the Thamel district of the capital, 

several travel agencies can be found.  

 

“Local peoples in Asia, as elsewhere, are not only facing increasing competition from the state and its agencies 

but also from urban elites who want to use the countryside for hunting and other forms of recreation, from 

businessmen who see great profit from turning nature into commodities for tourists” (Bruun&Kalland 

1995:17-18). 

 

In conversations with the locals about tourism, they are well aware that the major profit from 

tourism goes to the agencies in the urban areas. This indicates an unjust power balance between 

elites in the urban areas and the locals. This observation is well known and often characterized as 

the centre – periphery dichotomy. This dichotomy should not be viewed as a static relationship. A 

lot has changed in the demographical mobility pattern in Dolpo and Nepal in general. It is more 

common today than earlier that people from rural areas such as Dolpo migrate to urban areas in the 

search for work, especially during the winter season. Also, several of the younger generations today 

can be found in urban areas, taking higher education, provided by international NGOs support 

education programs. Aditionally, the more successful entrepreneurs from Dolpo – such as the hotel 

owner Kemba – choose to invest their extra capital in property in urban areas.  Kenneth Bauer 

(2004) is sceptical to make use of the centre-periphery dichotomy, because today there exists 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 By “large” it is not dependent on the total number of trekkers, but the personnel that the trekkers have rented to their 
disposal. Smaller group of trekkers does not depend on large group of personnel. Even so, the large groups tended to be 
more trekkers in number. I observed that the size varied from 10 to 20 trekkers. 
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multiple relations between urban elites and people from Dolpo. Even so, today still, most of the 

profit from tourism ends up in the hands of urban elites and other tourist agencies.                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                  

The core interest at stake here is the transformation of specific places in the community. Up to now 

the first step has been to investigate how images produce places. The next step is to see what 

actions and performances occur in these places; also known as place-making. One villager told me 

that the shore next to the lake once had been cultivated land. The community decided to end this 

practice and convert it to a campsite for trekkers instead. A villager told me that the idea to 

transform this part of the land was influenced by outside agencies. He proudly told me that he was a 

member of the local Phoksumdo Lake Ramsar Committee. The Phoksumdo Lake became targeted 

as a Ramsar site in September 2007. In 1971, an intergovernmental treaty in Ramsar, Iran was 

formed.  

 
The treaty “embodies the commitments of its member countries to maintain the ecological character of their 

Wetlands of International Importance and to plan for the "wise use", or sustainable use, of all of the wetlands 

in their territories.” (www.ramsar.org). 

 

The cultivation activities next to the lake were supposedly not in accordance with the objectives of 

the Ramsar convention that aim to implement sustainable activities and to preserve the lake’s 

ecology. To turn this place from an agricultural area to a campsite where trekkers can enjoy the 

landscape scenario would be more comprehensible with the Ramsar objectives, because tourists are 

portrayed as eco-friendly. The rules in Suligad applicable to tourists are forms of the discourse that 

creates the image of tourists as eco-friendly. The intention with these rules is to discipline the 

tourists to act in the image of an eco-friendly-tourist. The purpose of eco-tourism is to contribute to 

the economic development of the local population in these places. At the same time the authorities 

want tourism that does not impact negatively on nature and therefore one can find a number of 

behavioural rules that tourists must follow by the park’s entrance. I asked Dorje if the tourist 

industry impacted on the natural resources such as the forest in a negative way or not. He replied: 

“Tourists don’t have any impact on the forest, because they bring their own food and fuel”. Above 

we saw that the rules did not apply to native countrymen. For example, one can compare practices 

between the mushroom pickers who enter the park during the yartsa gunbu season with tourists. 

During the yartsa gunbu season I could not observe any of the mushroom pickers having brought 

their own kerosene. Instead, I could observe that they were completely dependent on forest products 

for cooking. Above the forest border where we stayed for one month during the season, I observed 
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large areas of scrubs being removed from the land to be used as firewood. This year the numbers of 

harvesters were probably reduced by half compare with the previous season (see details of the 

discussion in chapter three). However, the villagers’ seem to be aware of the pressure on forest 

resources that the yartsa gunbu season implied. One of the village lamas explained to me:   

 
The mushroom harvesters collect a lot of firewood from the forest and they pollute. There is a wide space near 

the riverfront just below the village where I do puja. I noticed many trees had been cut. Beside firewood, many 

of the mushroom harvesters need stand poles for their tents. Before they head up to the yartsa gunbu zones, 

they cut what they need here before they leave. The yartsa gunbu collectors are not only two or four persons. 

The previous years there have been up to 1500 harvesters in our village, so if all of them cut trees for firewood 

and poles for their tents, then a lot of trees are needed.  

 

In previous years, the mushroom pickers had been allowed to camp next to the lake, but not 

anymore. The local Ramsar committee leader told tell me that after the lake became targeted as a 

Ramsar site, the mushroom pickers had to stay on the other side of the village from the lake in order 

to prevent pollution of the site. If the camp-site was devastated by lot of garbage and other signs of 

interference from the mushroom pickers, it could interfere with the image-making of the place that 

the external agencies try to create. Other external agencies that have influenced the site are WWF 

Nepal, and UNESCO during their involvement with different development projects between 1996 

and 2006 (Ghimire et al. 2004; Lama et al. 2001). On the site next to the lake the two organizations 

funded the construction of an outdoor cooking shed and three toilets. The toilets were in 

deteriorating conditions. The villagers said they were in need of more money if they were to 

improve the site. They had also erected two posters at this site. One poster provides some core facts 

about the lake such as size of the lake and altitude. The second poster was illegible after years of 

weather damage. In the end of June – mid-way through the monsoon season – a couple of the locals 

settled their big tents in this place. These tents operate as small business stores where tourists can 

buy small luxuries such as liquids, hand-made local products and more. Based on this data, I argue 

that the residents have not transformed this site by their voluntary actions, but have been convinced 

by external agencies that have created an imagination of the conservation-as-development 

discourse. The lake site has been transformed into a commodified landscape through the influence 

of several agencies. The purpose of the site has been turned into a trademark for buying and selling 

several services and goods to tourists, but also a zone to contribute to conservation.  The chapter has 

here shown the lakeside has gone through stages of transformations. Firstly, the place was a ground 

for agricultural activities. Secondly, it was transformed to a camp-site for both tourists and 

mushroom harvesters, and last, to a camp-site for tourists only next to the local store holders. These 
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transformations have impacted and changed the matrix of habitual practices in this place over time. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Development zones, expectation and construction work.     
Other categories of trekkers are those who came individually or in small groups and with few 

personnel; usually only a guide and one or two carriers. Most of these tourists stayed in one of the 

villages’ hotels. Most commonly, they chose Sherpa Hotel, the oldest and most famous hotel in 

Tsho, mentioned in several travel guides. It was common that they would spend more days in the 

village than the larger groups of trekkers. 

 

There was no clear pattern of these tourists carrying on further up in the park. Many of them 

returned back down to the airport in Juphal. One strong factor influencing many to return after 

reaching Tsho, is the cost. Tsho marks the border between the lower zone and the upper zone of the 

park. An entrance park license of  $10 USD is required for a seven day pass in the lower zone of the 

park. To journey further into the park from Tsho, where one enters the upper zone to for example 

places such as Shey Gompa, the entrance park license increases vastly to $500 USD for ten days. It 

seems as if Phoksundo Lake is used as a main attraction to encourage tourists to explore further 

onwards in the parks landscape scenery. A recent construction of a national park outpost in Tsho 

just next to the camp-site, can provide tourists with permissions to continue onward. Further up in 

the park’s landscape, lies an area imagined by the movies audience, in which the story from the 

movie Himalaya took place. It is from these images that create the imaginations as according to 

external agencies that the park’s real pristine nature and culture is to be found.  

 

The villagers expect economic development from tourism and a tremendous amount of construction 

activity has taken place over recent years. To construct hotels, the locals are dependent upon their 

local, scarce forest commodities such as timber. One hotel owner states: “The tourism are 

increasing each year in number and so the tourist business”. Another hotel owner says: “people 

build hotels to secure future money income”. It is clear that local stakeholders who are involved in 

tourism have a future image where they expect increased economic development from tourism. This 

expectation has led to enormous construction activities in Tsho. Compared with a village map 

drawn in 1995 of its centre (Kind 2002), eleven new houses have been built since then. 

Additionally, more building had been constructed around the village centre. For example, more 

houses have been built across the river – near the lake but closer to the Army’s and National Park’s 

outposts. Importantly, these two public constructions are only five years not old. An elderly villager 
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explained that, in the old days, they only built one new house every 5-10 years, but now they can 

build up to five new houses every year. In one of my interviews I asked two villagers if they 

thought tourism had any negative impact on the forest resources. Dawa explain to me: 

 
 Yes. The villagers built hotels where the style is modern, because tourists don’t want to stay in the old house 

models. The tourist business impacts the forest and if villager build more hotels, the forest will be impacted 

even more…I image that the life here would be difficult if the forest resources was lost.  

 

One of the hotel owners answered; “Yes, tourism impacts the forest resources, but tourism is also 

good economy”. In the present stage, it seems like the speed of construction activities are higher 

than the reproduction speed of the forest. The hotel owner seems to be aware of the current negative 

impact that the current construction activities have on the forests resources. This must be seen as 

unintended consequence derived from economic development projects exploiting the forest’s 

resources and shows the dilemma inherent in sustainable development. Most external agencies talk 

about sustainable development as a ‘good’ that can benefit the locals economically while 

simultaneously conserving nature. Tourism is first and foremost disciplined through rules and 

images to be eco-friendly. The eco-tourist practices fits with the expectation that is implied with the 

term sustainable development. The eco-tourists are self-sustained and are only there to enjoy the 

sceneries of a spectacular nature while walking through the landscape. Interestingly, the 

anthropologist Peter Bishop (1989) who has studied western tourists in Tibet, has observed that 

western tourism tends not to discover new places, but rather constructs the places they travel 

toward. They search for Shangri-La: these constructions impact the activities of these places. Also, 

the promoters of sustainable development expect sustainable resource use in return from the locals 

as according to exchange of promoting tourism (West 2006). The future images have given the 

locals new/altered expectations of a better life. To invest in these future images, the local needs 

more natural resources to turn their images into material realities. Kenneth Bauer (2004) notes that 

the agro-pastoralists in Dolpo have in the last decades changed from barter economy to market or 

money economy. This change means new types of relations, patterns, goods, values and so on. It 

also connects the locals to the global market in ways that was unavailable to them before. I could 

observe that many of the young men in the area had mobile phones, and that other electrical 

equipment such as flat-screens, small computers, are becoming common possession. I asked the 

hotel owner: What can change this development? He answered: 

 
In the future there are big chances to reduce firewood. Last year I went to a big meeting in Dunai where the 

topic was to construct micro-hydro station in this area for electricity. With electricity we would collect much 
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less firewood and that would be positive for the forest conservation. If we get electricity we can use e-mail, fax 

and be in contact with people in other places. This would give us better opportunity to earn more from tourism.  

 

The solution imagined is to construct a small hydro dam that will produce electrical power on a 

scale large enough to serve the all the smaller communities in the area. One of the lamas in the 

village told me that there also are other VDCs that wish for a similar solution, but the shortages of 

the state’s economy leads to competition between different communities. With the introduction of 

co-management policy, the state facilitating structures for increased competition (see the discussion 

in previous chapter under ‘summary’) since more local co-responsibility follows, which means that 

the local community has equal responsibility as the state to raise funds for various development 

projects. The inhabitants I interacted with mostly had a positive image of the project, but the timing 

of the implementation seemed most uncertain.  

 

The above discussion shows that some discourses gain more influence over others. This chapter has 

argued that tourism is part of the Win-win discourse type, which leads to destructive natural 

resource practices in the present. The ideal to conserve biodiversity, or nature, seem to be promoted 

in a futuristic image of nature as rescued by a technological solution, such as the construction of a 

micro-hydro station – another development vision – will prevent further degradation of biodiversity.                      

 

Summary    
In this chapter we can see that places and practices relates to image-making on different scales. The 

places that the map in Suligad outlines correlate with the places where the large group of trekkers 

set their camps. The map also creates a tourist mobility structure where the trekkers are told where 

to go and, importantly, where they cannot go. This “forced” tourist mobility structure also 

influences the local’s expectations of economic benefits. Local has expressed their agency in 

deciding to transform their agricultural land next to the lake to a camp-site for tourism, and 

additionally constructing more hotels in the village. While in Shey Gompa, the local cluster near the 

monastery to sell their products to big groups of trekkers. Dorling & Fairbairn (1997:67) have 

argued that “the links between capitalism and mapping are sometimes very obvious”. This 

discussion have demonstrated that external agencies involved in the local community enter the 

arena with an agenda to bring “development”, and in return they expect resource friendly behaviour 

practices from the locals. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to create zones where economic 

growth can partake and other zones where conservation of nature is more prioritised. This has 
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shown that Win-win discourses serves as a strong disciplinary factor, and that these are able to 

successfully promote a narrative that represent natural co-management as a structure that will bring 

economic development to the villagers at the same time as it will successfully conserve (regional) 

biodiversity. In this sense, co-management as a product of development discourse is represented as 

a commodity that is inherently ‘good’ in and by itself. This narrative is told in two stages: The First 

stage tells a tale of economic benefits brought about by development. After this goal has been 

achieved, the second stage is designed to distribute responsibility for the (free) conservation of 

biodiversity in the area; the forest specifically. The latter stage cannot take place in the present, but 

are intended to “hopefully” take place in the ‘future’.                
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Chapter six: The Queen Forest 
“Environmental degradation seems in many cases to be more the outcome of change in power 

relations than of a collapse of old values” (Bruun & Kalland 1995:17). 

 

Introduction 
Residents in Tsho share past memories of local forest resource management, and have future 

images a more sustainable forest resource management. According to the villagers’ narrative, the 

forests have since the establishment of SPNP in 1984, become ‘thinner’ or have experienced rapid 

degradation. The “events” in play here, are observed as social memories on how past practices and 

management of local forests in Phoksumdo and of how today’s villagers imagine these past 

practices and the role that traditional 

institutions can play – if allowed – in 

the current co-management structure 

that struggles with continuous 

deforestation process.  

 

One of the past practices in focus is an 

agricultural method known as slash-

and-burn cultivation. According to local 

peoples statements from my interviews, 

prohibition against slash-and-burn 

cultivation first became a reality when 

SPNP was established in 1984. Also, according to several villagers’ social memories - there have 

existed two formal local institutions in Phoksumdo that used to exercise control over natural 

resources. These traditional institutions were replaced at that time by new forms of state 

institutions, which follow other logics, practices and rationalities. In this chapter, we examines the 

existent relations of power between the local community and the state; relations that must 

considered to be both created by and of mechanisms related to the current co-management structure. 

A popular saying is that ‘knowledge is power’. In this chapter I suggests that narratives of the past 

are also expressions of knowledge of the forest. One argument in this chapter suggests that among 

the villagers, exists at least one narrative of the past, where themselves managed their forest 

resources in a better way than the current co-management system represents. This narrative is 
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related to the Traditionalistic discourse type (see table in chapter one) that has a negative outlook 

for partnership between local and external actors. Several social scientists argue that local or 

traditional management institutions are more flexible systems in order to respond effective to 

environmental stresses, compared with for example a state top-down management institution 

(Berkes et al. 2000). If this is true, then the current co-management institution must also be based 

on a narrative. Throughout the thesis, I have argued that the Win-win discourse type is well 

established among the villagers perception. The next step that seems obvious, is to ask the question; 

why does a local narrative of the forest degradation trend still flourish after Phoksumdo VDC was 

implemented in the co-management system in 1998? Should not a shared conservation management 

system, in which local communities are supposed to gain more influence and power and thus also 

grant them their more right to autonomous self determination be a useful tool to stop the negative 

trend of deforestation?  

 

My analysis demonstrates that past memories of the events today make an embodied part of the 

local social memory and knowledge structure. Although, the locals expressed positive support to the 

revitalization of the slash-and-burn method, they also seem, in contradiction, to be an invisible topic 

under the current co-management structure. In order to unveil local images of a past forest-use 

practices, which makes out a significant part of the local knowledge system, this chapter suggests a 

new and dynamics in understanding the historical develop of power relations between the local 

residents and park authorities. In the current co-management system, it should be fruitful to look at 

the asymmetrical power relation between the two actors. “This means that someone has a better 

chance than others to achieve what they want” (Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:21, my translation). 

This is exactly why I have questioned the differential access to power that the local community 

exercise under the current regime. The respective local communities should in theory be 

empowered by the BZA; to have access to power could be synonymous with deciding what type of 

knowledge is to be considered important or not. To achieve this, two types of knowledge systems 

are emphasized. These are local based knowledge - often referred to as indigenous knowledge (IK) 

- and scientific knowledge (SK) - most widely accepted as specifically western knowledge. In 

general, the difference between them is a substantive matter. IK “is concerned primarily with those 

activities that are intimately connected with the livelihoods of people rather than with abstract ideas 

and philosophies” (Agrawal 1995:422). I do not support the notion that these two knowledge 

systems can be viewed as legitimate separate distinctions, but instead they should be recognised as 

“recognize intra-group differentiation; and …seek out bridges across the constructed chasm 

between the traditional and the scientific” (Ibid.:433). Even so, the two terms are useful, because it 
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allows one to relate different types of knowledge to power. This is significant because Power is 

closely connected to authority, and those with authority are generally in a position capable of 

changing current policy structures as according to their own perceptions. That is the same as to 

exercise power.  

 

Past and future images         
To understand the present we must understand the past, as Connerton (1989:3) states: “Concerning 

social memory in particular, we may note that images of the past commonly legitimate a present 

social order”. We can’t escape the notion that the past is relevant to understand the present as 

Clifford Geertz (1993 [1973]:5) who repeated Max Weber’s quote; “man is an animal suspended in 

webs of significance he himself has spun”. Geertz has given excellent and insightful theoretical 

contributions to anthropology, but his textual analyses of culture have been criticised as 

stereotypical and static. Firstly, he doesn’t manage to include the diversity and process of social life 

in his analysis (Barth 1999). Secondly, his textual analyses are too abstracted from real life and 

therefore he does not manage to grasp the motif behind human actions through resonance (Wikan 

1992). I believe much of the criticism against Geertz can, to some extent, be related to his neglect to 

include the future in his approach. He is not unique in this sense. Persoon and Perez (2008) note 

that developers such as NGOs and environmental scientists often talk about future goals and 

achievements while future images are noteworthy in their absence from environmental 

anthropological discourse. Future images are important to include in anthropological analysis, 

because - as this chapter will prove - they bring to the fore different answers, and contributes to a 

more appropriate and dynamic understanding of social and natural changes. Persson and Perez 

(2008:288) claim to include both past and future images in their analysis: 

 
“People do things because they aim to achieve something in the immediate and/or long-term future. They have 

goals. People decide on particular actions for a variety of explicit and implicit reasons. They may cut trees 

because they want to sell timber to buy food and pay for school fees. In other instances, they do things out of 

habit or because of a lack of alternatives. These aspects of human behaviour, such as motivations and decision 

making, need to be studied as part of an anticipated or desired future that people aim to bring about. This can 

be done by posing the right questions within the relevant context which can be defined as a device by means of 

which anthropologists are able to reveal hidden meanings or deeper understandings, or to forward certain kinds 

of interpretations and particular forms of explanations. Approaching the future could improve our 

understanding of the present, especially when coupled with an understanding of the historical past”. 
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In this chapter I will support Persson’s and Perez’s (2008) notions to focus both on past and future 

images, because to the neglect to account for future images may contribute to a the static 

anthropological analysis that veil peoples motifs.  

 

Regardless, with nearly thirty years experience of state forest conservation in SPNP, the residents 

that I interviewed explained that the forests have gone from being dense to being thinner. The 

villagers have in this sense experienced a steady degradation of the forest, which is part of their 

memories and IK. Some of the villagers I interviewed expressed a future concern that some the 

forest areas could disappear in the near future. Dawa told me: “I think in five years’ time the forests 

up in Rug Tang will disappear”. The reasons he gives is that the villagers from the northern part of 

Dolpo demands more timber now than in the past, and that they are exploiting more than they are 

permitted to. Kemba, a hotel owner, also confirms the same trend. But, where as Dawa emphasise 

overexploitation from northerners, Kemba notes that relations between communities also have 

changed in SPNP: “In the past the Saldang people didn`t have the equipment to cut timber, so they 

were dependent on us. Today they have the right equipment and are not dependent on our services”. 

The residents in Tsho concern of deforestation is related to have access or not to forest services 

such as fertilizer for their plots, firewood for cooking and lumber to use as building material. Those 

involved in tourism, express worries that the deforestation could have negative impact on the tourist 

industry. Kemba explains: 

 
The value of this landscape would lose its economic significance if the forest disappears. The beautiful nature 

we have in our area is what attracts the tourists and the reason why they come to this place. The forest is a vital 

part of the nature. If the forest disappears than this place will become less attractive target as tourist 

destination. 

 

Forest resources is a scare resource in Dolpo and the question of what knowledge is relevant to base 

the natural management system on, is essential for the future access to this resource. The next step 

is to relate the management system and local forests in Phoksumdo into the bigger picture.  

 

Nepal: The Theory of Himalayan Environmental Degradation.   
The overall current trend in Nepal is deforestation. “The forest area of Nepal covers about 5.5 

millions hectares (37 %) of the total land area. Over a period of 12 years, 99,000 hectares of forest 

land has been lost, at an annual rate of 1.3 percent” (Regmi 2000:2). There is a notion of a 
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deforestation discourse (Fairhead and Leach 1995) in Nepal is known as the Theory of Himalayan 

Environmental Degradation (Ives 2004:43). 

 

“In brief, the Theory proposed that increased flooding on the Ganges and Brahmaputra lowlands was the result 

of extensive deforestation in the Himalaya…[and] assumed that environmental collapse was imminent due to 

exponential increase in pressure on the natural resources driven by rapid population growth and deepening 

poverty” (Ives 2004:preface).  

 

From here onwards I will refer to this theory as the “degradation theory”. Erik Eckholm’s book 

Losing Ground (1976) promotes the degradation theory, which today is widely accepted by 

“decision-makers, development assistance agencies, and government institutions” (Ives 

2004:preface) - even after being contested by academics “to lack scientific ground” (Ives 2004).  

Academic critics charge this model with being too general and lacking of empirical evidence to 

support its singular explanation. The contested perception will be referred to as the academic 

discourse. This discourse promotes the approach to look at deforestation with its own dynamic logic 

situated into its particular context. 

 

Compared to one of the four environmental discourse types, (mentioned in chapter one) the 

degradation theory could be supportive of the Preservation discourse type, because if the local 

people can’t manage their own natural resources, a strong state control is needed to prevent further 

damage. More important, for our argumentation is that this theory is supports the idea that follows 

the Win-win discourse; economic development initiatives into the communities in the Himalaya 

regions and in return expect natural conservational behaviour from local people. The degradation 

theory can be seen as a “hidden” background that is used to legitimize the current co-management 

regime in SPNP. The academic discourse would be supportive of neither the Preservation nor the 

Win-win discourse type, because the empirical proof that local people act destructively towards 

nature is too weak. There is therefore no legitimized need for the state or any other outside agencies 

to interfere with the locals. In this view, the scientific discourse would most likely be in consensus 

with the Traditionalist discourse type. Finally, neither of the two opposite views of forest 

degradation theories is likely to support the Promotheus discourse type, since neither of them 

actually view nature as likely to manage to deal with itself either with or without human destruction 

of nature or interference to reduce this destruction.  
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Forest land in Phoksumdo.      
The most common trees found in Phoksumdo are Rhododendron, Caragana Shrubs, Salix, Juniper 

and White Himalayan Birch. The local residents have identified more than 60 forests within 

Phoksumdo (Lama et al. 2001). Still, less than five percent of forest land covers the park’s total 

land areal (Bauer 2004). This forest resource scarcity makes it a highly demanded and valuable 

commodity. In the three previous decades, at least, the forests in Phoksumdo have been, and 

continue to be experiencing extensive human pressure. The villagers explained to me that several 

forest patches become drastically thinner and therefore degraded; such as the Queen Forests near 

the village. They also fear that some forests up in the northern part of Phoksumdo may disappear 

due to overexploitation in the near future. In this sense, it seems that the villagers’ notion of thinner 

forests could be in line with the degradation theory, but conclude with this fact, would need more 

proof. In this chapter, I support the basis of the academic discourse and reject the degradation 

theory for lacking a thorough understanding of the local contextual data. “Local communities in 

development contexts are often in fact much more dynamic than imagined” (cf. Gupta 1998 in 

Dove et al. 227). 

 

Slash-and-burn cultivation: Two past narratives.  
Many of the elderly villagers still remember the slash-and-burn cultivation to plant buckwheat that 

existed in the past, before it was prohibited when the national park was established. From one 

dominant slash-and-burn practice in South America, Carneiro (1960:229) notes the following 

features: 

 
“Early in the dry season an area of forested land selected as a garden site are cut, and the trees and 

undergrowth left on the ground to dry. A few months later the dried vegetation is burned. At the beginning of 

the rainy season the crops are planted. The wood ashes that remain on the ground restore some minerals to the 

soil, but otherwise no fertilizer is used. The same plot is replanted until a decrease in the fertility of the soil, or, 

especially, the invasion of weeds and grass, makes it uneconomical to do so any longer”. 

 

Although Carneiro gives a description of slash-and-burn cultivation from another context; it seems 

reasonable to me to transfer this description to Phoksumdo. The residents had to first cut trees down 

in one area they wanted to cultivate buckwheat in, and later – as Kemba described – these areas was 

put on fire before the monsoon, which is also the period when the villagers plant their plots. During 

the monsoon the ground is most likely too wet to manage to set a forest area on fire. For example, I 

observed that locals collected relatively large quantities of firewood for storage in the period before 
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the monsoon arrived, in preparation for the heavy rains that would make the wood too dry to be 

used for firewood.  

 

If one concludes that slash-and-burn leads to deforestation, then supporters of the degradation 

theory have a strong argument in favour of the Win-win discourse type. This gives justification for 

external agencies to ban slash-and-burn cultivation, in order to preserve the forest areas in 

Phoksumdo. Within the preservation discourse type where the nature is viewed as pristine, a total 

ban would be especially endorsed.  

 
“This narrative – concerning a last remaining block of pristine natural forest, threatened by recent 

socioeconomic change and population pressure – provides a powerful justification for conservation. It also 

entails guidelines for conservation policy. Original forest is easily defined as a global or regional heritage and 

its conservation by global and regional guardians a moral imperative. The narrative enables reserve 

administrations to list deforestation problems concerning climate and water as if they had never happened 

before, and to justify the urgency of conservation using argument about their irreversibility” (Fairhead and 

Leach 1995:1033). 

 

According to this global discourse, the ban has found its legitimation to view the forests as 

wilderness, so to justify a ban is not often so scientifically (SK) – as Jim Igoe (2004:58) notes, but 

“they justify existing relationships of power”. SK is usually the tool state authors and other external 

agencies use to promote conservation policies. This narrative is similar to what the gamescout told 

me when he accused the villagers of lacking morals in their natural resource-use. The flaw with this 

dominant narrative is the absence of contesting views where villagers do not possess agency. Below 

I will present a contesting narrative of the past where the villagers, on the contrary, are presented to 

have agency in the past event. In this narrative, the residents are active agents in the process of 

social transformations.  

 
“While institutions and cultural domains of meaning have a profound impact on shaping ideas and practices, 

people do not necessarily organize their everyday actions according to these divisions. Rather people think and 

act at the intersections of discourses” (Yanagisako and Delaney 1995:18). 

 

In my interview material with several villagers of the past, none of them expressed any type of 

resistance against the state ban of their earlier slash-and-burn practices. Does this imply that they 

felt discouraged by the pressure from external interference? Grounded in a historical interpretation, 

I will here argue that most of the local residents, logically, gave up this type of cultivation because 
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of socio-economic changes in the region after 1959, but this does not mean that some of the other 

villagers tried to struggle against the ban, still, this was absent from my material. Even though my 

singular narrative contains this flaw, the important point is to tell a counter-narrative where the 

villagers are presented with having agency. In 1959, the Chinese enforced closure of the frontiers, 

which followed an end of a long traditional trade pattern between two ecosystems. Additionally, the 

closure led to a sudden increase of in the population in areas such as Dolpo because hundreds of 

Tibetans crossed the frontier into Nepal and many settled in the Himalayan communities. One of 

the first anthropologists who explored Nepal was Fürher-Haimendorf (1975). He observed mass 

starvation of livestock during the early 1960s, resulting from a lack of grazing land and agricultural 

land to provide enough winter fodder to feed the large quantity of animals. Kenneth Bauer (2004) 

notes that this past episode has become an integral part of the social memory of locals. Changes in 

livestock grazing patterns were inevitable (Brower 1990; Brower and Dennis 1998), and research 

performed among other pastoralists in the Trans-Himalaya region shows that “there is clear 

evidence of forest burning over the past several centuries” (Ives 2004:53) in order to access more 

grazing land. This thesis cannot bring forward any clear evidence that the forest burnings have 

increased after 1959, but can only assume an increase in this activity based on historical 

interpretation. The change in the pastoral movement pattern has caused a temporarily higher need to 

clear forest areas to make grazing land. For example, from Phoksumdo I observed several places 

near the Tsho and further northward where juniper and rhododendron had been burned in order to 

make more grazing land accessible. I also observed villagers sat fire on dry shrubs where they 

brought their livestock to graze. The thesis’ hypothesis of the past social formations is that the 

locals voluntarily gave up the slash-and-burn cultivation because the total area of forest being 

cleared from grazing land would conflict with other vital forest services, such as stable access to 

fertilizer, firewood and lumber. The villagers’ rationale of ending the slash-and-burn practice could 

be seen as a strategy to adapt to the local effects from larger geo-regional socio-economic changes. 

In this sense, it could be argued that the villagers’ are conscious of the imposed structural changes 

and that their own rationality corresponds equivalently and asymmetrically with the state’s rational 

reason to ban the slash-and-burn cultivation practice. Based on the absence of narratives against the 

ban, as discussed above, substantiates hypothesis of that the villagers have agency to adapt to 

socially and environmentally changes.  

 

Past events and cultural change can seem here to have one singular narrative in play. I have in this 

chapter reconstructed two possible narratives of why the slash-and-burn cultivation ended. The first 

narrative shows the ban first came after the establishment of SPNP, and that the rationality behind 
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the ban is in close correlation with the global environmental discourse in which the forests are 

viewed as pristine. The second narrative shows that the villagers’ rationale to voluntarily give up 

the slash-and-burn practice was more or less just in contingency with the local circumstances.  

 

There is also another main difference to be noted between the two narratives. In the first, local 

agency is absent in the story, while in the second narrative local agency is included. In the former 

narrative the knowledge rationality in play is based on abstract generalisations. This is the 

characteristic inherent in SK, in viewing local actors practices as irrelevant, or, as actors likely to 

over-exploit natural resources when not being controlled. This type of narrative gives power to 

legitimize the current natural management structure. The first narrative can therefore be said to be 

supportive of SK and the Win-win and Preservation discourse type. Whereas in the second narrative 

in which villagers are granted agency to adapt occuring environmental changes, local livelihood and 

knowledge is considered as over-communicated. In this sense, the latter narrative must be 

considered as supportive of IK and thus also of the Traditionalistic environmental discourse type. 

Indeed, this category of narrative can be seen as a threat to the state as well, because it would give 

full governance to local communities to decide their own future. The dominant narrative is the one 

where locals does not have agency and this narrative is implicit in the current dominant co-

management structure.   

 

If we now sift our focus from past narratives and explore instead how villagers themselves imagine 

the future, the answers bring new complexity to the forefront in terms of the slash-and-burn 

cultivation issue. Somehow, surprisingly, when I questioned the locals whether or not slash-and-

burn cultivation should be reintroduced, their answers were in favour of a reintroduction and 

revitalization of parts of the practice. The reason most of the gave for their support was – not the 

want to revitalize this past practice in order to plant buckwheat – but the desire to improve the 

current forest condition. Those I interviewed could point out exact places where slash-and-burn 

cultivation had been practiced in the past and which could explain that these places today are more 

vital and dense in comparison with other unexposed forests.  

 

Traditional natural management systems  
Within today's conservation regime the locals are allowed to collect dead and dried firewood from 

all the forests, while in the past, villagers had developed their own natural management institutions 
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that followed other practices than I could observe. From my interviews I found two past institutions. 

For example Kemba told me:  

 
In the past the lama requested the villagers to gather to discuss how to protect the forest. The lama(s) did not 

possess authority to control and protect the forest. There was a religious forest next to the Gompa above the 

army camp. It was forbidden for other than the lama(s) to enter this part of the forest. If the lama(s) spotted 

illegal poaching, illegal timber cutting or other illegal activities in the forest, the lama asked help from the 

villagers for support. Together they chased away these people from the forest. The villager was responsible of 

the other forests in the area. Before the establishment of the NP we had few State authorities in this area. In the 

past the headquarter lied in Jumla. The authorities came from this area to control our forest, but stayed only 

few days each year. 

 

These two types of institutions have also been recognised by others. 

 
“In the earlier “interdisciplinary project (Lama et al. 2001) jointly implemented since 1997 by the WWF-

UNESCO People and Plants Initiative and by the WWF-Nepal Program. A major finding of this project 

regarding informal and formal institutional control of resources by local communities is that communities 

living inside the NP had, in the past, two formal institutions, the Dratsangh and the Yulgigothe, that regulated 

the use of wild resources. An assembly of religious heads led the former institution, and the customary chief of 

the village led the latter institution. These institutions jointly set practical resource-management rules, such as 

amount of timber that could be extracted from the forest, periods of harvesting MPs and other resources, etc. A 

system fines was applied when these rules were not respected” (Ghimire et al. 2004:4).  

 

The village chief managed the first type of institution, while the lama ruled the second institution. 

From the past construction we can read that some of the forest land was under the lama’s control 

while the residents had to apply to the lama for permission to enter areas considered as lama forest. 

The forest next to the lake for example, between the army outpost and the Monastery, used to be a 

lama forest. One of the lamas explained to me that:  

 
This forest was an untouchable forest. No people could cut or even enter this forest without first requesting the 

lama. If they got permission to cut timber in this forest, than they had to pay or give a gift to the lama. Main 

purpose of this forest was to maintain or construct new building in the Gompa. 

 

One of the other lamas told me that he had noticed in the last years that the army personnel have 

been cutting down a lot of trees between the stretches from the army’s outpost to the Gompa. The 

Lama had to negotiate with the army staff several times to make them stop logging in this area. As a 

result, the army had not cut trees in this area after 2010. This example is illustrative of the fact that 
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social institution that used to work in the past, does not function today. Also, the past memories of 

the two traditional institutions are not part of the parks employees knowledge base. We can read 

from these images of the past that previous traditional natural management institutions were more 

flexible compared with the present system. In the past the lama and the village chief collaborated 

closely. For example one of the lamas told me: “If there was a lack of big trees in the lama forest, 

the lama could request the villagers to cut timber in another forest nearby”. Compared with today’s 

system, the formal practice is that villagers must apply to the parks authorities for permissions to 

cut timber. In the past the lama had more authority and thus the power to influence the ideological 

platform of the traditional natural management system. Dawa told me: 

 
 At that time the village lama had control over the forest. He prohibited felling in certain periods of the year 

and some parts of the forest were protected.  The lama was concern with conservation. Each year the villagers 

used to gather with the lama and talk about forest conservation. This local system functioned very well, but it 

was replaced with a new system after the establishment of the NP. 

 

We know today that these local institutions have not been implemented to be part of SPNP’s co-

management structure. The two traditional management institutions exists today in the memories of 

the villagers’ elders. For example, when I confronted Dorje with questions of the past institutions, 

he told me: “There did existed some form of management system in Phoksumdo, but I am too young 

to have any memories of the period before the existence of SPNP”. Kenneth Bauer (2004) have 

stated that the life expectancy of residents in Dolpo are about fifty. I noticed that there were not 

many elderly individuals in the village. In spite of this fact, many of the younger residents I spoke 

with had awareness that it had existed some form of traditional management institutions.   

 

Fredrik Barth (1999) argues that not all knowledge is shared within a “culture”, but is spread out 

among individuals. Clifford Geertz (1973) claims that “culture” exists not as a phenomenon in 

people’s mind, but in the interaction between people. He argued that social life could be a study 

object in the same way as one may read and analyse texts. One must just learn to read the culture. 

Perhaps Bon scripts could support or extend our understanding of the lama’s role in the past in these 

natural management systems. The youngest village lama told me: 
 

I don’t know much about the lama system and how the forests was managed or conserved in the past. What I 

can say is from that I have read in our bon books. The forest is the dragon’s hair, water its blood, stones its 

bones, the soil is its muscles and fire is the dragon’s heart. If someone cut the tree that mean the same as the 

person cut the dragon’s hair. If people cut too many trees in the forest it will make the dragon unhappy, so the 
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dragon can cause less rainfall. If less rain the villager will not gain good harvest from its crops. The dragon can 

create landslide and soil erosion in our area. Also people can be affected by disease and might die. This is 

written in the books and the village lama in the past probably knew this texts. Most likely he used this religious 

knowledge when he gave advice to the villagers on how to manage their forest resources.   

 

As outlined in the introduction, past and future constructions are narratives present in contemporary 

society. According to what the young lama told me, could indicate that the village lama(s) had more 

authority before than in the present society. Compare with the authority the lama supposedly had in 

the past, the present situation where the lama had to ply the army to end their logging activities next 

to the lake, indicates a weakening of the lamas power in the present system. We can imagine that in 

the past, the villagers’ believed that the dragon would punish them if they broke the traditional 

norms. Today, the bureaucracy has taken over the dragon's role, but perhaps lack the authority it 

once had (similar theme I discussed in chapter four). Within the present co-management system the 

dragon has become technocratic and remote. The villagers who wish to regenerate parts of the past 

may expression a desire to regain the control they once had over their natural resources. At the 

same time, these memories could be a reflection of their ethnic identity – just as the boundaries  

(Barth 1969) between the local community and state has become more relevant during the growing 

state-making process.  

 

The resident’s narratives of the past show us that there used to exist a traditional system operating 

with different forest zones, which had its own objectives and were negotiable and therefore more 

flexible compare with the current co-management institution; where the authorities are more 

remote. In chapter four, in the second case, I showed the BZC members lacked the knowledge to 

manage the bureaucratic system, because lack of schooling. Compared with the traditional 

management institution, the lama could ask the villagers to cut some timber outside the lama forest 

and vica versa. Here the all the different stakeholders was settled near the forests, which created a 

more flexible social system to manage the forest resources better in accordance with the forests own 

dynamic. In this way, it created a better condition for keeping high biodiversity in the context. One 

can read between these lines that in some parts of the forest, collecting firewood was forbidden. 

Today all the forests are under the same regulations and people can collect dead firewood in all 

places, whenever they choose.  

 

Scholars argue that intensive collection of dead firewood will decrease the forests’ health. The 

rationality is that dead wood gives the forests vital nutrients and the capacity to regenerate 
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decreases. In the area around the village, I could not see many dead trees lying to become vital 

nutrient. Most dead firewood was collected. “In the long term this form of nutrient transfer may 

also accentuate the existing phosphorous deficiency in the soils of the…forest, thereby reducing 

their regenerative capacity” (Ives 2004:55). The dead trees are important elements compost to a 

diversity of species such as insects and mushrooms. This practice therefore reduces the biodiversity. 

 

With the park formation, the traditional institutions have disappeared and with them, parts of the IK 

are also forgotten. Social memories are part of the villagers IK, while IK simultaneously is part of 

their practice. The analysis support how Geertz’s understand “culture”. Since culture only exists 

between people, than knowledge must be part of people’s everyday interaction, which is similar to 

the “grounded” approach advocated in the practice theory outlined in the first chapter. Agrawal 

(1995:431) notes the same understanding of modernization as is argued throughout this thesis:  

 
“If indigenous knowledges are disappearing, it is primarily because pressures of modernization and cultural 

homogenization, under the auspices of the modern nation-state and the international trade system, threaten the 

lifestyles, practices and cultures of nomadic populations, small agricultural producers, and indigenous 

peoples”. 

 

When asking most of the locals about if whether it would be a good idea to revitalize the past local 

institutions or not, they all thought it would be good to revitalize this because it could have positive 

effects on the forest management. Additionally, those I interviewed did not wish to replace the 

current co-management structure, but to implement the past institutions within the present structure.   

 

Summary 
This chapter has been concerned basically with past social memories and, to some extent future 

images. Discourses and narratives have in this chapter’s discussion been connected to power. When 

constructing several past narratives, for instances the ban of slash-and-burn cultivation, the 

protagonist becomes apparent. Outsiders, such as the state, often support narratives where local 

people do not possess agency. In such narratives it is easy to assume local residents lack morals and 

are in need of guidance to behave properly in a modern world. When extending the analysis of 

some phenomenons, while also adding people’s future images of these, the social dynamic in the 

text becomes more visible. In this way one can avoid to give an impression of local rationalities as 

static. Both examples – the ban of slash-and-burn cultivation and the avoidance to include elements 

of the traditional institutions into the present institution – show the current dilemma that forest 
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degradation continues to offer because of lack of flexibility in the current system. James Scott 

(1998) argues that local complexity pose a threat to national development policies, because 

bureaucracy necessitates standardization in its attempt to manage the complexity that exists in 

reality. This can at least partly explain why the present co-management policies fails to hinder the 

deforestation process, which again reduce the biodiversity in the area. The bureaucratic need for 

standardizations is flawed in that it lacks flexibility in its system for quick adaptation to 

environmental changes. Within the co-management structure under discussion, an effective bottom-

up policy solution is still not prevalent. 
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Conclusion  
This study has analysed the relationship between one of the powerful global environmental 

discourses, namely conservation-as-development, – and its effect on biodiversity within trans-

Himalayan ecosystems, or more precisely, biodiversity within the area of Phoksumdo in SPNP in 

Nepal. In this thesis, biodiversity is not measured in terms of hard scientific data, but is rather 

deployed as a theoretical lens through which one may draw out the various ways that biodiversity is 

imagined on the structural and cultural levels. Therefore, my approach is derived from what I 

referred to as ‘grounded’ practices. I have concluded that, processes to implement the new ideas 

that are embedded in the concept of conservation-as-development as discussed throughout this 

thesis, the state have continued to play an active role in transforming rural communities and the 

creation of new institutions (co-management) and new markets (tourism and harvest of natural 

medicine plants), forcing local people to adapt to new economic circumstances and have thereby 

contributed to the transformation of local social practices into new ones. After more than a decade 

of experiences with natural co-management in Phoksumdo VDC, the clear evidence is that 

consequences on local culture and the areas biodiversity have been ambiguous. Throughout the 

thesis I have focused on different ‘production systems’ (Bauer 2004), e.g. agriculture; pastoralism; 

but especially on trade and harvest of wild growing medicine plants such as yartsa gunbu; tourism, 

and; forest management, showing that these production systems are highly interrelated practices in 

the local community and interconnected to national and global governances. I have aimed to show 

the importance of studying the interconnectedness of global and local processes in understandings 

of the power relations that occur between residents in a local community and governmental 

authorities within a national park that deploy the co-management institutional framework. I have 

stressed that conservation as-development promotes the existence of a unity between conservation 

of biodiversity and economic development; previously two oppositional goals. It is right that 

economic development has improved the livelihood in the present community, but the costs of this 

have been large in terms of over-exploitation of natural resources in the present. In the thesis’ 

discussion, I have rejected individualistic explanations that depict individuals as inherently greedy 

and in lack of morality; or, interested only in maximizing their own personal profits and so on. 

Instead, I have shown that the gap must be seen in relation to the characteristics of modern neo-

liberal economies. The characteristic of neo-liberalism is the absence of any mechanism attempting 

to regulate market failures, such as for example an active state. I have pointed out two such markets 

failures. These are over-exploitation of the wild growing medicine plant yartsa gunbu and of forest 

resources. It is clear that this marked failure is related to the neo-liberal economic model However, 
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rather than acknowledging this failure, there seems to be a tendency by the national and 

international agencies to imagine instead that the flaw is due to local peoples’ lack of morality, 

which therefore are likely to over-exploit natural resources when not being controlled. I have 

related such narratives to the Preservation and Win-win discourse types and these narratives 

functions to give the state power to legitimize the current natural management structure. I have 

presented a counter-narrative depicting local people as more rational than perceived in the agency-

less narrative, and local communities as capable of quickly adaptation to changing environmental 

condition. The narrative where the local residents are provided to have agency is supportive of the 

Traditionalist discourse type and can be seen as a threat to the state, because it would support the 

view to give full governance to local communities to decide their own future. The dominant 

narrative is the one where locals does not have agency. Here, local knowledge becomes irrelevant in 

the present co-management structure. The bureaucratic need for standardizations is flawed in that it 

lacks flexibility in its system for quick adaptation to environmental changes and the outcome is an 

inability to preserve existing biodiversity in the area. Biodiversity is imagined to “hopefully” be 

saved ‘some time’ in the future, by the implementation of new technologies such as a micro-hydro 

electrical station. When this will be built is unsure and it is not even certain that it will be built at 

all. Also, the effects of such a project have to this date not been fully evaluated, and one does not 

know what types of new and ‘unintended consequences’ this will create for biodiversity in the local 

area.  
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